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ABSTRACT
Neutron spectra near the Brookhaven National Laboratory
alternating gradient synchrotron (ACS) were measured using
the Bonner multisphere neutron spectrometry technique and
scintillator or graphite block. Moderators and associated
electronics have been mounted on a movable cart so that
simultaneous data taking was possible using seven Bonner
spheres and carbon activation detectors. A plastic
scintillator or graphite block can be irradiated to measure
high energy neutrons via the ͣ' ͣ^C(n, 2n) ͣ' ͣ C activation
reaction. Spectra were unfolded with a modified version of
Banna's code, B0N5, using Bonner system data alone and a
combination of data from the Bonner system and a carbon
activation detector. A comparison between these two results
may indicate the significance of adopting carbon activation
detectors in the neutron measurements.
Sample spectra are presented and interpreted for
absorbed dose and conventional dose equivalent. Tests were
performed to evaluate the ability of the code in unfolding
different trial spectra. Code testing results are also
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ABSTRACT
(cont'd)
presented to examine the effect of initial parameters on the
unfolded spectrum. The paper presents one method of neutron
spectra measurement utilizing the combined data from the
Bonner system and plastic scintillator. The field survey
data and a brief discussion are also presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 RESEARCH MOTIVATION
In the past decades, there has been a steady increase in
the application of particle accelerators to the areas of
physics, chemistry, radiobiological research, radiation
therapy, radiation processing and sterilization, industrial
radiography and activation analysis. Concurrently there is
also a trend toward application of accelerators, of higher
intensity and energy which are now technically feasible, to
a host of new and diverse problems throughout a wide range
of disciplines [1].
The energetic accelerated particles with a high
intensity interact not only with arranged targets but also
with the surrounding materials of the facility. The
radiation induced around the accelerators results in a
potential risk to the working personnel as well as the
public. For implementation of radiation protection
recommendations, it is essential to examine the radiation
environment of working personnel around the accelerators, to
evaluate the factors determining the likelihood of their
exposure, and to estimate the actual exposure. In order to
accomplish this task, one of the most important duties for
health physicists is to explore the characteristics of the
stray radiation field. Because of the variety of accelerator
utilization and construction, health physicists are faced
with a bewildering range of accelerators, particles
accelerated, energy, intensity and duty cycles. Previous
studies have indicated that in most practical situations,
neutrons dominate the external radiation fields of proton
accelerators ( whereas electromagnetic radiation dominates
the fields around electron accelerators) . Neutrons are
produced in abundance around high energy accelerators as
secondary reactions resulting from the interactions of the
primary particles with shielding and other materials in the
environment [1,2]. Therefore neutron measurements become an
important issue in the assessment of stray radiation around
high energy proton accelerators.
The goal of this research is to illustrate a method
concerning neutron spectra measurements and resulting
neutron dose equivalents around accelerators. Our research
here will limit itself to one aspect only of neutron
measurements around high energy proton accelerators, which
is based on the work undertaken at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) alternating gradient synchrotron (AGS).
However, the paper is intended to introduce some general
considerations concerning neutron measurements in the
accelerator stray radiation environment.
Considering the decreases in the energy responses of
Bonner spheres above about 10 MeV, it is clear that
additional functions are needed to improve the Bonner
multisphere neutron spectrometer (BMS) response to high
energies. Incorporation of ^^C(n, 2n) ^•' ͣC activation
detectors, utilizing plastic scintillators or graphite
blocks in the research, can improve resolution above 10
MeV. For the high energy neutron (Ej^ >20 MeV)
measurements, our method is based on (n,2n) interactions of
neutrons of energy greater than 20.4 MeV with ^^C nuclei,
producing ^-^C. Obviously the induced activity of ͣ'•^C does
not provide the spectral information but only provides a
rough measurement of neutron flux density at energies
greater than 20 MeV. But the carbon activation detector
data will indicate information about high energy neutrons
which may be considered as a significant contributor to the
total dose equivalent [1,3,4].
1.2 SIGNIFICANCE OF NEUTRON SPECTROMETRY
Spectral information is required for a variety of
reasons. The conversion factors from n/cm to absorbed dose
and from neutron absorbed dose to dose equivalent are
strongly dependent on neutron energy, which makes neutron
dosimetry more complicated than gamma  dosimetry. Whenever
neutron doses or dose equivalents are to be determined, it
is desirable and often essential to have at least some
information on the neutron spectrum. If the shape of the
spectrum at the location of interest is known, almost any
neutron detector of known energy and angular response, and
covering the required energy range, can be used to measure
the dose. For most neutron detectors, the ratios of
readings to doses or dose equivalents vary considerably with
neutron energy and therefore the spectral shape is needed to
interpret the readings.
The dose equivalent H can be derived from the dose
equivalent-to-fluence conversion factor as a function of
neutron energy, F(E), and neutron spectrum 0(E) by the
integration:
/ ^max
H = \     0(E) F(E) dE (1.1)
'^ E •^mm
The F(E) values have been published by NCRP report
No.38 [5] and other authors[l,3,9]. Therefore a knowledge of
the neutron spectrum, 0(E), is basically required for the
purpose of radiation protection related to a neutron
exposure.
To meet the requirement of neutron dosimetry, a number
of neutron detectors have been developed to achieve
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sufficient detection efficiencies. One of the most famous of
all such detectors is the Bonner multisphere spectrometer
(BMS) [6], which originally consisted of a 4 mm x 4 mm Lil
(Eu) crystal, positioned at the center of any of five
polyethylene spherical moderators 2 to 2 3 inches in
diameter. Based on the obtained data from the BMS, by using
an appropriate unfolding algorithm, neutron spectrum and
neutron dose eguivalent can be determined. In our
investigation at the AGS in BNL a combination of plastic
scintillators and Bonner multisphere system was used to
estimate neutron radiation with energies up to 400 MeV
around the facility. Our specific interest in this project
is also concentrated on the utilization of carbon
activation detectors for high energy neutron detection.
1.3 LITERATURE REVIEW
The contents in this brief review will be limited to
only the subject of neutron measurements around high energy
proton accelerators. Thomas and Stevenson presented a very
detailed review on the subject of radiation protection
around high energy accelerators [1,2,7,8].
The results of previous researches have shown that
neutrons dominate the radiation environment outside high
energy accelerators. Therefore health physicists have placed
a particular stress on the neutron measurements at
accelerators [1,9].
Although particle accelerators were invented in the
early 1930's it was not until the middle and late 1950's
that the first detailed investigations of the radiation
environments of accelerators appear in the scientific
literature. This apparent lack of interest was probably due
to the rather low intensity of particle beams then
available, and in addition because many of the early
cyclotrons were constructed underground in order to avoid
an anticipated radiation problem.
During the 1960's and early 1970's several high energy
particle accelerators around the world provided information
on the radiation environment at accelerators. New
instruments and techniques such as Jaffe ionization
chambers became available to estimate quality factors, and
threshold activation detectors capable of determining
neutron spectra adequate for radiation protection purposes
were developed. During this period work proceeded on
several fronts:
- clarification of the definition of the concept of dose
equivalent;
- development of activation detector techniques;
- incorporation of Bonner spheres and activation detectors;
- improvement of neutron spectrum unfolding routines;
- improvement in the interpretation of neutron spectra in
terms of dose equivalent.
In the period of 13 years from 1966 to 1979 several
comparisons of dosimetric methods and results were made by
various groups at the CERN 28 GeV proton synchrotron, the
Stanford 20 GeV electron linac, etc. The basic key to our
understanding of particle accelerator radiation environments
was the realization that in some respects they would be
similar to that produced by the interaction of the Galactic
cosmic radiation with the Earth's atmosphere. This was of
particular value in the case of neutrons and led Patterson
et al [10,11] to conclude that neutrons between 0.1 and 20
MeV were produced at high energy accelerators. This
prediction was borne out by observations around particle
accelerators at Berkeley and elsewhere and are still valid
[1,9].
Neutron dosimetry for the purposes of radiation
protection at particle accelerators may be divided into two
categories:
(1) Radiation surveys;
(2) Determination of neutron spectra.
The basic techniques used at high energy accelerators
are:
(1) Threshold detectors. These may be either of the
active or passive type; (2) proton recoil spectrum
measurements and (3) Multisphere techniques .
The most common operational neutron spectrometry method
is still the Bonner multisphere spectrometer (BMS) owing to
several advantages over other methods, such as its higher
sensitivity for low level measurements. The original Bonner
multisphere neutron spectrometer was reported in 1960 [6].
In the detection system, neutrons are detected in a small
Lil(Eu) scintillator placed at the center of polyethylene
moderating spheres with sizes ranging from 2 to 12 inches in
diameter. The efficiency of this neutron counter has been
experimentally determined using monoenergetic neutrons from
thermal energies to 15 MeV. The detection system has
excellent energy sensitivity from 0.1 to 2 MeV and is
particularly useful for determining the shapes of continuous
spectra. The good gamma ray discrimination of the counter
allows it to be used in the neutron-gamma mixture radiation
field.
Bonner spheres of various sizes may be used with a
variety of thermal neutron detectors. Suitable detectors in
practice have been found to be: BF3 or -^He proportional
counters; ^Lil scintillation counters; indium or gold
activation foils and ^LiF-^LiF thermoluminescence dosimeter
pairs. The specific choice of the detector is determined by
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constraints imposed by the temporal nature of the radiation
field. For example, passive integration detectors (such as
thermoluminescence or etching track detector) are required
for the neutron measurements in a radiation field with high
gamma components and low neutron levels with a long
monitoring duration. It is not adequate to use BF3 or -^He
proportional counters in the above case. As with the use of
activation detectors, the multisphere method is of low
energy resolution.
The results obtained from Bonner spheres are rather
crude from the point of view of a spectroscopist. However,
the advantages of sensitivity, simplicity of operation and
production of spectral information over the full neutron
energy range are very attractive to the operational health
physicist [1,7,8]. The multisphere system in use at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, as an example,
includes a 12.7 mm x 12.7 mm ^Li crystal with polyethylene
spheres 3, 5, 8, 10 and 12 inches in diameter. The 3 and 5
inch spheres are covered with 0.050 cm thick cadmium shells
to suppress thermal neutron response [12].
In Brookhaven National Laboratory, a series of
investigations were performed to determine if the BMS can be
used for determining smooth continuous spectra such as
produced by reactor or accelerator neutron shield leakage.
9
The test results indicated that a good agreement may be
obtained between the predicted and measured neutron spectra
from a 1600 g/cm~^ soil side shield at a high energy
accelerator [13].
The research on the subject of BMS has been of a very
broad scope. Most authors devoted their effort only on a
specific area of BMS. These areas include: examination of
spectrum unfolding programs to find more physically
acceptable unfolded spectra; utilization of new data and
methods to calculate the response function of each detector
of BMS; and intercomparison of BMS measurement results with
other neutron spectrometers [14-19],
10
2. RADIATION ENVIRONMENT AND NEUTRON PRODUCTION
2.1 ACCELERATOR STRAY RADIATION ENVIRONMENT
Despite the large variety of particle accelerators and
beam characteristics and the many tasks to which they are
applied, there is a great similarity in their radiation
environments. Radiation around particle accelerators
involves two distinct and separate radiation fields, both of
which are of practical concern to the health physicists. The
first may be described as "prompt", and directly associated
with the operation of the accelerator. All radiation
components of this prompt radiation field disappear almost
immediately upon accelerator turnoff. The second radiation
field may be described as "remnant", since it remains after
accelerator operation has ceased. It is due to radioactivity
induced in the accelerator structure. For all accelerators,
the prompt radiation field is always produced, whereas the
induced activity is only created by particles above the
energy threshold for nuclear reactions. Generally speaking,
the prompt radiation field is a more fundamental concern than
the "remnant" field [1].
All accelerators, no matter of what energy, produce a
prompt radiation field, but induced radiation is produced
only by particles above the energy threshold for nuclear
11
reactions. The induced activity is due to the nuclear
interactions of particles produced during existence of the
prompt radiation field. The control of radiation exposure to
the "remnant" field is largely an operational health physics
problem, generally of concern for a limited number of
personnel working directly with the accelerator.
The prompt radiation field is produced either by the
atomic or nuclear interactions of particles during
acceleration, or in the utilization of the accelerated
particles. Inefficiencies in the acceleration process lead to
particle losses during the acceleration cycle. If these
particles have sufficient energy they may induce nuclear
interactions in the accelerator structure, creating a short¬
lived radiation field the detailed composition of which is
determined by the energy and type of the accelerated
particles and the material in which they interact. Beam
losses during the acceleration cycle may place severe
limitations on the beam intensity or may necessitate
substantial radiation shielding. Although beam losses may be
important, they represent only a small fraction (typically a
few percent) of the useful accelerator beam power. During use
the accelerator beam interacts with an experimental target,
irradiated specimen, or patient, and it is these interactions
that are largely responsible for the general character of the
radiation field [1,20].
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Full understanding of the prompt radiation field
requires knowledge of: (a) the primary interaction in the
target material and (b) the subsequent progression of the
interaction products through the accelerator structure and
surrounding experimental material and shielding.
2.2 NEUTRON PRODUCTION BY PROTON ACCELERATORS
Health physics problems at proton and heavy-ion
accelerators are largely due to their neutron production.
Charged particles such as protons passing through matter lose
energy by two mechanisms: collision and radiation. Each
proton will produce a variety of particles as it undergoes
collision in the target and in the accelerator hardware. The
greatest concentration of high energy neutron secondaries is
of course downstream from the target. For protons striking an
extended thick target, the total neutron production as a
function of energy for carbon, aluminum, copper, and lead is
shown in Fig.2.1. This total neutron production consists of
two parts, "cascade" and "evaporation" neutrons [1,20].
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Fig. 2.1  Measured total neutron yields per proton
stopping in a thick target for C, Al, Cu, and Pb
[from Patterson and Thomas.]
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A. Cascade Particles
The particles that are knocked out during the immediate
passage of the incident proton by direct interactions between
the proton and the individual nucleons in a target are
classified as "cascade" particles. In proton accelerators
the cascade is initiated when the beam interacts with
components of the accelerator or the extraction system. The
nucleons produced in the process with high energies interact
with the nucleus of the medium to give rise to a large
number of particles, principally nucleons (neutrons and
protons), pions, and kaons. The cascade neutrons, because of
momentum conservation, are strongly concentrated in the
forward direction relative to the incident-proton direction.
Studies have shown that neutrons take on the dominant role in
cascade propagation.
The number of cascade neutrons per incident proton per
inelastic collision as a function of proton energy is given
in Fig.2.2 for several materials. It is seen that for
energies above 200 MeV there is a monotonic increase in the
number of cascade neutrons with target mass number, whereas
for the energy region below 200 MeV the low-mass-number
materials actually have a higher neutron production than the
high-A materials [20].
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since the cascade protons have a very limited range, it
is really the cascade neutrons that must be considered.
Cascade neutrons do not contribute significantly to the
secondaries produced by protons of less than 100 MeV.
B. Evaporation Particles
The term "evaporation neutron" refers to the neutron
production from nuclei that have been excited by very-high-
energy protons. Compared with a strong direction dependence
of cascade neutrons, evaporation neutrons are emitted
isotropically. After the incident protons pass, evaporation
neutrons are emitted from the nucleus as a result of the
excitation energy left behind in the nucleus. These
evaporation neutrons provide the low-energy end of the
spectrum. Nuclear evaporation is somewhat analogous to the
evaporation of a liquid. The resulting particle spectra are
obtained by estimating an excitation energy E-j^ for the
nucleus as a whole. This estimation is shown in detail for
values of A equal to 20, 60, 120, and 220 in Fig.2.3. This
set of curves gives the "excitation" energy E^^ left behind
in a nucleus by an incident proton of energy E. This energy
is considered as a thermal kinetic-energy  source which will
17
eventually lead to evaporation.
The nuclear temperature,X / produced in a nucleus by the
deposition of energy Ej^ by an incident proton is
approximately proportional to the incident proton energy. The
excitation energy is related to the nuclear "temperature" by
an empirical equation
E^  =   (A/10 )Z^
where E^ is the nuclear excitation in MeV and A is the atomic
mass number of the nucleus. It is clear that a higher
temperature would result in a higher possibility of nucleon
evaporation. The empirical equation shows that a higher
excitation energy leads to a resulting higher nuclear
temperature, which could make the nucleons such as neutrons
easier to evaporate out. The light elements have higher
nuclear temperatures than heavy elements at a particular
excitation energy. The evaporation spectrum itself is given
by
N(E) dE = (E/c2)exp[-(E/:j:)]dE
where N(E)dE gives the flux, rather than the more familiar
expression of the Maxwellian distribution as a number density
[1,20].
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Table 2.1 summarizes the secondary cascade and
evaporation particle production from a thick aluminum target
bombarded by protons of 450, 600, and 850 MeV. Note that in
this table it is appropriate for the sum of "cascade" and
"evaporation" neutrons to not equal the "total" neutrons. The
"total" productions are given per incident particle on a
thick target. The "cascade" and "evaporation" production
given are per inelastic collision at the quoted energy. The
sum of these two productions can be either less than or
greater than the "total", depending on the ratio of proton
removal by inelastic collision to proton energy loss by
electromagnetic processes.
For the lightweight elements the number of evaporation
neutrons is quite constant at about one neutron per proton
over a wide energy range. Evaporation particles are far more
important for inducing radioactivity in accelerator
components than are the cascade neutrons, since evaporation
particles are considerably more numerous and their energy is
more favorable for capture. If radiation production in the
accelerator materials from neutrons of lower energies
becomes a serious problem, the evaporation neutrons should be
considered [20,21].
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Table 2.1 Secondary cascade and evaporation-particle
production, nuclear excitation energy, and temperature for
aluminum target in proton beeuns of the different energy
450 600
proton energy
(MeV)
850
Total neutron thick-target
yield (n/p on Al)
Number of particles per
incident proton on Al
per inelastic collision:
1.3
Residual nuclear
temperature      (MeV)      4.3
Number of evaporation
neutrons per incident
or per inelastic collision   1.30
2.1
4.5
1.50
3.3
Neutron 1.30 1.40 1.55
Protons 1.85 2.05 2.25
Total nucleons 3.15 3.45 3.80
Residual nuclear
excitation E^ (MeV) 63 72 88
4.9
1.60
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THEORY OF BONNER  MULTISPHERE SPECTROMETER
3.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Bonner multisphere neutron spectrometry detectors
(called BMS or Bonner set) have widely been utilized for
measuring neutron fluence, neutron spectra, and neutron dose
equivalent for more than 20 years [1,2,6,7,9]. The method is
based on obtaining spectral information from the readings of
a thermal neutron detector, surrounded successively by
hydrogenous moderating spheres of various sizes. The two main
characteristics in this class of neutron detection system
are: first, utilization of moderating material with high
neutron scattering cross section value such as polyethylene,
paraffin, water etc.; second, application of thermal neutron
detectors with high sensitivity embedded in the moderating
material.
As they traverse the moderating matter, epithermal and
fast neutrons undergo elastic and/or inelastic scattering,
losing energy until they reach thermal equilibrium with the
molecules of the moderator. This process is known as neutron
slowing down or moderation. The moderator should have high
scattering to absorption cross section ratios so that a large
number of incident neutrons will be thermalized before being
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absorbed. Good moderating materials are composed primarily of
hydrogen, deuterium, beryllium, carbon and oxygen.
Evidently, the degree of neutron slowing down or moderation
within the polyethylene depends on the sphere size.
Thus, if a thermal neutron detector is surrounded by
increasing thicknesses of an efficient moderator (e.g.,
polyethylene), its response in a fast neutron field steadily
increases as moderator is added. Its response (per unit
initial fluence) increases to some optimum value at which the
production of thermal neutrons is a maximum. Beyond this
optimum thickness the response declines because of increasing
attenuation of the incident neutron spectrum and of the
thermal neutrons. Hence, the degree of neutron moderation
due to these different size influences the energy dependence
of each detector.
Following the suggestion by Stephens and Smith [22] that
a thermal neutron detector surrounding by a 6-in.-diameter
paraffin sphere could be usefully employed to measure
neutrons in the energy range from a few KeV to about 15 MeV,
a sophisticated technique of neutron dosimetry has been
developed. .
Bramblett et al. [6] suggested the use of several
moderating spheres of varying size to measure neutron
radiation fields. These workers used a small cylindrical (4
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mm high, 4 mm dia.) lithium iodide scintillator (Eu
activated) placed in the centers of polyethylene moderators
of various diameters. They calculated the response of
polyethylene spheres of diameter 2, 3, 5, 8, and 12 inches at
discrete neutron energies in the energy range 50 keV to 15
MeV. Such spheres have subsequently been generally referred
to as " Bonner Spheres ", after the senior author of the
original paper [6].
Each detector of the Bonner set produces a measurable
counts when it is exposed to a radiation field with a certain
neutron spectrum distribution X(E). Thermalized neutrons
arriving at the center of the moderator interact in the
scintillator predominantly via the Li (n,C^) H reaction,
producing an energy of 4.79-MeV shared by two particles
which are stopped in the crystal. The scintillator was
coupled to a photomultiplier tube by a polystyrene light
pipe, and the output of the photomultiplier therefore gave a
measure of the thermal neutron flux density at the center of
the moderator assembly. The variation in response with
incident neutrons of various energies has been calculated and
measured. Attempts have been made to enhance the resolution
for measurement of low energy neutrons by wrapping some of
the moderators in cadmium and/or boron. Another response
modification, desingned to better match the reciprocal of the
flux to dose-equivalent (DE) energy curve, was made by
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inserting a cadmium shell at an intermediate radius.
Bonner spheres are widely used for spectroscopy and dose
determination in working areas around reactors and
accelerators [23-26] because of their wide energy range, high
detection sensitivity, nearly isotropic response, and
simplicity of measurements. The main advantage of BMS
compared to other neutron spectrometry techniques (for
example, activation foils) is the higher sensitivity for low
neutron flux. For this reason, most neutron dosimetry and
spectrometry problems around nuclear reactors and charged
particle accelerators still rely on the technique [1,2,8].
The sensitivity of BMS to photon radiation depends on the
type of detector used, the electronics, and the photon
intensity. The energy resolution for neutrons is limited but
adequate for the rough determination of spectra and the
calculation of spectrum-dependent integral quantities such as
dose equivalent.
If a neutron detector is placed at the center of a set
of "r" spherical moderators of various diameters, each
detector-moderator combination will have a different response
to neutrons as a function of energy. The response of each
detector of an array of r elements to a neutron spectrum
N(E), may be written as a homogeneous Fredholm equation
25
R(j) = Mj(E)X(E) dE (3.1)
min
where R^-i\ is the response of the j-th detector in the array,
X(E) is the  energy spectrum of the  neutron field, and Mj
(E) is the absolute response for j-th detector as function of
neutron energy (counts/neutron).
Finally, the neutron spectrometry problem is to solve
these integral equations with known detector responses and
measured counts by unfolding spectrum X(E). The neutron dose
equivalent can be evaluated from the neutron spectrum derived
with BMS data.
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3.2 NEUTRON SPECTRUM UNFOLDING
In general, the problem of neutron spectroscopy is to
derive the unknown neutron spectrum X(E) from measured
detector counts R and a known energy dependence function
D(E). This can be given by the following integral equation:
[^ax
X(E)M(E) dE (3.2)
^min
where Ejj^j^j^ and 'E-^^^ are the lower and upper energy limits
respectively. For an accurate neutron spectrum measurement,
it is impossible to derive a detailed neutron spectrum based
on only one detector.
In principle, simultaneous measurements with several
neutron detectors, whose response functions are known in
sufficient detail, can give information on the flux density
with neutron energy (i.e. neutron spectrum). The response of
each detector of this array to a neutron spectrum N(E), may
be written as a homogeneous Fredholm equation
/^max
R(i) = (    M(E,i)X(E)d(E)   (i=l,r)     (3.3)
^mm
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•
where R(i) is the response (in BMS, counts) of the i-th
detector in the array, X(E) is the energy spectrum of the
neutron field, and M(E,i) is the absolute response for i-th
detector as a function of neutron energy (counts/incident
neutron/cm^).
Even if there are no errors in the measured readings R
and response functions M, Eq.3.3 is undetermined and does
not have a unique solution. The most difficult problem
encountered is that the measured distribution R(i), the
response function M(E,i) and neutron spectrum X(E) are not
known analytically. In practice, values of R(E) are obtained
as a set of discrete points, ( for BMS, R(i) is the measured
counts of each detector), and the solution of the Fredholm
equation is obtained by numerical techniques. Therefore most
practical methods of solving Eq.3.3 start by approximating
the continuous function X(E) by a set of values Xj^ in m
finite energy intervals and X(E) is represented by a
histogram or polygon. The energy intervals may be few or
numerous and need not be equal in length. Similarly, the
response functions are approximated by discrete values for
the same energy intervals. The totality of response functions
of all detectors is given by the response matrix Mj^^, where
the index j refers to the energy interval and i refers to the
moderator diameter.
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An alternative approach to solving Eq.3.2 is to assume
that the neutron spectrum X(E) is given by a finite sum of
functions of known analytical form but containing parameters
to be determined. This has been called the "parametric" or
"model spectrum" method [8].
In practice, M(E,i) is experimentally determined or
calculated and hence is approximated by a response matrix
having discrete values. Table 3.1 shows the Sanna response
matrix for a 4 mm x 4 mm °LiI(Eu) crystal. The energy group
number is 31, covering a neutron energy range from thermal
up to 400 MeV [8,28]. Fig.3.1 illustrates the response
(counts/incident neutron/cm^) curves of Bonner spheres as
functions of neutron energy [1,9].
Equation 3.3 is rewritten into a set of linear
equations, which have an expression of the form:
n
= L"ii"R(i) = )  Mij.Xj     j=l,n (3.4)
With the use of equation 3.4, the problem of neutron
spectrum unfolding is simplified to the case of solving n
equations in m unknowns, where m is the number of detectors
in the Bonner set and n is the number of points (or energy
bins) needed to define the neutron spectrum. In matrix
notation, we have the equation in the form:
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lalili' 3. Miillispluir sprid-omoliT ri'spoiise iiuilrix for |Kil>elh>U'nt miKitralors (j;-11.95 n.iin "l, ͣ^ nun  ' 4 mm 'i.i (Irk-rliir'"'.
GRP. BARE 2" 3" 5'' 8" 10" 12" 18"
1 6976E-06 1 2274E-04 1 0990E-03 8 1887E-03 5791E-02 3 6530E-02 5101E-02 0432E-02
2 9545E-06 1 4230E-04 1 2418E-03 9 0718E-O3 7837E-02 3 8754E-02 7023E-02 9752E-02
3 2187E-05 1 7340E-04 1 4579E-03 0216E-02 9912E-02 4 0501E-02 7852E-02 6262E-02
4 8732E-05 2 .2399E-04 1 8495E-03 2700E-02 5823E-02 4 7160E-02 4066E-02 7515E-02
5 .0015E-05 3 .3619E-04 2 7406E-03 8369E-02 9672E-02 6 3345E-02 0151E-02 6262E-02
6 .5946E-05 i .6625E-04 4 6141E-03 0087E-02 7386E-02 9 5157E-02 0138E-O1 4305E-02
7 0065E-05 1 1240E-03 9 5620E-03 2602E-O2 3676E-01 1 8753E-01 9337E-0] 4300E-01
8 0212E-04 2 8111E-03 2 1791E-02 2033E-01 4234E-01 2 3271E-01 2732E-Oa 1088E-01
9 7899E-04 6 3270E-03 4 3506E-02 9417E-01 9716E-01 2 3929E-01 9443E-01 3320E-02
10 7026E-04 1 3117E-02 7 8327E-02 7672E-01 1410E-01 2 2464E-01 3709E-01 9273E-02
11 4492E-04 2 2515E-02 1 1167E-01 9930E-01 3996E-01 1 3148E-01 5539E-02 2358E-03
12 8542E-03 3 .5256E-02 1 4577E-01 0607E-01 8344E-01 8 7274E-02 5767E-02 4869E-03
13 1751E-03 4 8106E-02 1 7119E-01 9329E-01 4143E-01 6 0500E-02 2973E-02 1618E-04
14 .6945E-04 6 .0893E-02 1 893ir-01 7627E-01 1537E-01 4 6842E-02 .7308E-02 8120E-04
15 .1018E-03 7 .3447E-02 2 0392E-01 6292E-01 9 9956E-02 3 .9555E~02 .4468E-02 7145E-04
16 .4500E-03 8 .5 94 7E-02 2 1740E-01 5440E-01 9 0743E-02 3 5413E-02 .2893E-02 1165E-04
17 9348E-03 9 9156E-02 2 3095E-0i 4873E-01 8 4475E-02 3 2668E-02 1862E-02 7243E-04
18 5755E-03 1 1357E-01 2 4477E-01 4427E-01 7 9611E-02 3 0582E-02 1083E-O2 4271E-04
19 6579E-03 1 2949E-01 2 5862E-01 3989E-01 7 5388E-02 2 8809E-02 0425E-02 1762E-04
20 2735E-03 1 4707E-01 2 7216E-01 .3497E-01 1 1450E-02 2 7190E-02 9 .8278E-03 9500E-04
21 6454E-03 1 .6634E-01 2 8493E-01 .2916E-01 6 7632E-02 2 5652E-02 9 2632E-03 7387E-04
22 0811E-02 1 .8717E-01 2 9629E-01 .2211E-01 6 3817E-02 2 4144E-02 8 7115E-03 5357E-04
23 5240E-02 2 .0928E-O1 3 .0;64E-01 .1382E-01 6 OOOOE-02 2 2657E-02 8 .1696E-03 3401E-04
24 .1592E-02 2 .3206E-01 3 1219E-01 .0421E-01 5 6152E-02 2 .1176E-02 .6313E-03 .1502E-04
25 .0286E-02 2 .5451E-01 3 .1486E-0] .9308E-01 5 22C1E-02 1 .9669E-02 0849E-03 .9626E-04
26 .1793E-02 2 .7498E-01 3 .1239E-01 . 802 3E-01 4 607 5E-02 1 .8107E-02 .5193E-03 .7746E-04
27 6322E-02 2 .9081E-01 3 0303E-01 .6529E-01 4 3653E-02 1 6441E-02 9n0E-03 .5819E-04
28 .4135E-02 2 .9784E-01 2 .8439E-01 .4762E-01 3 873 8E-02 1 .4594E-02 .2508E-03 .3778E-04
29 .4778E-02 2 8930E-O1 2 .5294E-01 .2606E-01 3 2995E-02 1 .2442E-02 .4758E-03 .1514E-04
30 .1327E-01 2 .6279E-01 2 .1168E-01 .0261E-01 •\ .6903E-02 1 .0161E-02 .6564E-03 .2207E-05
31 .6854E-01 1 .2852E-01 9 .7515E-02 .7543E-02 1 2653E-02 4 . 8054E-03 .7332E-03 .2525E-05
Table 3.1 Sanna Bonner response matrix of 4 nun x 4 nun °LiI
[from Sanna.]
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Fig-3.1 Bonner sphere response curves
(from Sanna)
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or in a matrix notation
R = M X (3.5)
Usually, the number of unknowns, n, is greater than the
number of the detectors, m, hence no unique solution exists.
Even when n < m, the response matrix M is usually ill-
conditioned resulting in widely oscillating, sometimes
negative, solutions having little physical significance. For
this reason. Gold [27] introduced the terms of "exact",
"approximate", and "appropriate" to characterize the
solutions to Eq.3.3. An exact solution, if one exists,
satisfies the equation exactly but may be negative or
oscillatory. Some solutions satisfying the equation have
reasonable error within given limits and are considered
approximate. A solution is considered as an appropriate
solution if it both numerically approximate and physically
acceptable to the equation. We select a most physically
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acceptable solution from the approximate solutions to yield
an appropriate solution.
This procedure of solving the integral equation is
referred to as spectral unfolding. Scofield and Gold [27]
have developed a method to yield a nonnegative solution to
the equation by using an iterative diagonal matrix, D^^^. In
the iteration, the elements of a matrix D are successively
altered so that the product D^^'R yields a v-th order
approximation of the solution vector x'^'. O'Brien and Sanna
[25] made some modifications on the method introducing
the use of the product matrix M-^M as a "working response
matrix" in the iteration. In our spectrum unfolding, the
program BON developed by Sanna and O'Brien was adopted [28-30
] using an iterative method with measured data to unfold the
related neutron spectrum.
A brief description of the iterative method is presented
here.  The problem to be solved is to find an appropriate
solution to the unknown neutron spectrum X with measured
counts vector R and known response matrix M. The matrix
equation 3.5 can not be reliably solved by
X = M"^ B
because it may result in elements of X that are negative,
which is not physically possible. To find a more reasonable
matrix   equation,   Eq.3.5   is   multiplied   by   the   transposed
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matrix M™ to yield a new matrix equation:
or
m"^ R = M^.H  X
Y = H X (3.6)
where V is a 31-element-vector defined as
V = M*^ R
and H is a 31 X 31 matrix defined as
H = m"^ M
Since R refers to measured counts of BMS and M refers to
the response matrix, both V and H are considered as known
values in the iteration algorithm.
We define a real diagonal matrix D with the diagonal
elements:
dii = Xi/Vi, X^X f ^ f   9   •   aJX*
All  matrix element of D when i=^j are defined to be
zero. The matrix D has a form as shown below:
^l/^l ° °'
i 0 X2/V2
D = xi/Vi
...00
...00
,.00
•^3l/"^31
^
Then, we can create a new matrix equation:
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matrix M^ to yield a new matrix equation:
or
M*^ R = m'^.M Z
V = H X (3.6)
where V is a 31-element-vector defined as
V = m"^ R
and Hisa31x31 matrix defined as
H = M*^ M
Since R refers to measured counts of BMS and M refers to
the response matrix, both V and H are considered as known
values in the iteration algorithm.
We define a real diagonal matrix D with the diagonal
elements:
ii = ^i/^i' 1~~*'X f £t f   • • aiJ^*
All  matrix element of D when i^j are defined to be
zero. The matrix D has a form as shown below:
/ X^/V]^ 0 0...........0 0 \
0 X2/V2 ............0 0
D =  0 ......xi/VjL..... 0 0
I 0................^3l/^3l'
Then, we can create a new matrix equation:
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X = D V ( 3.7)
Note that X is a 31 element vector (i.e. neutron
spectrum in 31 energy groups); D is a 31 x 31 diagonal matrix
and V is a 31 element vector. In the iteration, the values of
elements of matrix D are successively changed.
In the iteration process, two basic equations are
repeatedly used to derive the  k-order approximation of
vector V^^) and X^'^) :
a. V^^) = H X^^^; (3.8)
b. X^^^ = D^^) V. (3.9)
To initiate the iteration process, one must choose
X^°^ , the zero-order approximation of X. It is obvious that
X^^'   can be chosen as an arbitrary positive vector.
Using this initial vector X^°^ in Eq.3.6, we can derive
vector v^ ', the zero-order approximation of vector V.
That is:
jCO) = H X(0)
Note that in the right side of above equation, H is a
known value and X^°' has been chosen.
In terms of this result, we can define D^-*-^, the
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first-order approximation of matrix D, with matrix elements:
"ii     *i  /^i
Using Eq.3.7 again,
x(i) = d(1). V
We can derive X^ ', the first-order approximation of
the unknown spectrum X.
Having determined X^^^, then we define d^^^ with
elements:
dii(2) = ^AD/^AD
Then by using
X(2) = d(2)v
we can derive X^2)^ the second order approximation of
vector X.
In general, the (k+1)-order approximation of X is found
with the following analogous steps:
a. Having determined X^'^^ ,then calculate v'^^ by
v(^) = H.X^^);
b. Define (k+1)-order iterative diagonal matrix d^^"*"-"-'
with the diagonal elements of:
di(J^+l) = xW/vW   i=l,2.....31.
c. Using x^^+^) =d(^"'"^)v to yield X^^"*"^) , the (k+1)-
order approximation of X.
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The above three steps successively repeat to obtain
higher order approximation of the solution of X.
Two points should be noted that: the first; in the
algorithm of approximation of solution X^'^^ , we use the
equation
X<k) = D^^^Y.
Here in the right side we always use V which is a known value
defined as V =m'^.R.
It should be noted that throughout the whole iteration the
above algorithm is an approximate calculation since
^1     ^11  *^i  ^1  /^i   • ^1
becomes valid only when Vj^'^' exactly equals Vj^.
The second, after completing the proceeding step of
calculating X^^^, in the process of calculating v^^' with
V^^ = H.X^ ', in the right side we always use X^^' since in
the algorithm it is a known value.
A recursion relation between these approximations to the
vector X (neutron spectrum ) can be found to be:
xp+l)  = xW.Vi /vW (3.10)
since v^^^^   is given by
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then we have
,. (k+1) =    "^  "^ (3.11)*1  '^1X;
n
y ID  3
j=l
where k is the iteration step number. By use of this
iterative approach, we can finally obtain a reasonable and
appropriate approximate solution of Eq.(3.4), the desired
unknown spectrum.
The iteration should be terminated when the difference
between the recalculated counts and measured counts reach a
minimum value. This is a basic convergence criteria in a
iterative code so that the code can terminate the calculation
as an acceptable approximation of the unknown spectrum is
reached [1,9,29,30].
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4. CARBON ACTIVATION FOR HIGH ENERGY NEUTRON DETECTION
4.1 DETECTION PRINCIPLE
When an organic crystal or plastic scintillator is being
exposed to a high energy neutron beam, reactions of ^ C
(n,2n) ^ ͣ' ͣC will take place inside the substance. By measuring
the activity of ^^C induced, one can determine the incident
neutron fluence and dose equivalent. This technique still
plays an important part in high energy neutron measurements
[1,3,4].
The ^^C(n,2n) C cross section curve shown in Fig.4.1
displays a threshold at a neutron energy of 20.4 MeV. Beyond
this threshold the reaction cross section increases to a peak
value of about 32 mb at 100 MeV then falls to a fairly
constant value around 20 mb at higher energies. For dose
estimates an effective (n,2n) cross section of 22 mb is used
[4].
ͣ' ͣ^C decays with a half-life of 20.34 min through
emission of positrons of maximum energy 0.98 MeV. The
positron energy is wholly contained in the scintillator
(except for a negligible region near the surface) and a
portion of the annihilation gamma-ray may also be contained.
Each ͣ' ͣͣ^C decay produces a scintillation in the plastic and is
detected, followed by amplification in the photo-multiplier
39
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tube. The pulses are counted with a counting system. The
neutron flux incident on the scintillator can be evaluated
by information concerning the number of counts, the
response function and the counting system parameters.
4.2 CALCULATION OF INDUCED ACTIVITY
The induced activity of ͣ' ͣ^C in the scitillator is
calculated from the counting rate obtained with the counting
system. When ^^C atoms are being made by neutron irradiation
and are decaying at the same time, the net change in the
number of radioactive ^ ͣ'•C atoms present in the scintillator
at any time is the difference between the rate of production
and the rate of decay. This may be expressed mathematically
by the equation:
dN/dt = (fxTNt -Xn (4.1)
where (|) = neutron flux, neutrons per cm per sec;
(T   = activation cross section, barn;
X = transformation constant of the induced activity;
N = number of radioactive atoms;
Nt= total number of C-12 nuclei in the  plastic
scintillator. '
This linear differential equation may be integrated to
yield
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sP
N = (jxrn^   [l-exp(-Xt)] (4.2)
The saturation activity Ag is equals to X,^<5'N^. For
plastic scintillator irradiation, if the scintillator has
been irradiated for tj^ then the induced activity at t^  is
A^ = As.[l-exp(-Xti)] (4.3)
After the scintillator is moved out the radiation field,
there is no further neutron irradiation, and the induced
activity decays accordingly
A = Aj^.exp(--Xt) (4.4)
We take a counting time from t-j^ = t^j to t2 = t^j+t^^, and
obtain a total number of counts of C^.   The net counts in a
counting time t^, is given by
Cjj - (B X tj,) .
These net counts are proportional to the integral value
of the disintegrations over the counting period, i.e.
Cjj -(B X t^)   =rj.T.Ai lexp(- t)dt       (4.5)J ti
= n .A^.T. {exp(- Xt<j)-exp[-X(tjj+tc) ])
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= )| .Ag.T. [l-exp(-Xti) ]. {exp(-{XJtjj) -expC-XCt^j+t^) ]}
where B = background count rate,
ti   =  irradiation time;
tj, = counting time;
tjj = decay time;
0 = detection efficiency;
T = mean life = (half-life)/0.693.
Then the neutron induced saturation radioactivity, Ag,
of the plastic scintillator at the end of the irradiation is
^d " ^• ͣ^c
Ag =_____________________________________=  (4.6)nT[l- exp(-Xti)].{exp(-Xtd) -exp[-x(td-tc) ]}
In the unfolding of neutron spectra, the input data from
carbon activation are in units of disintegrations per hour.
A small code entitled ACTCll.BON was developed to calculate
the saturated activity from scintillator counts. It should be
mentioned that if the carbon activation detector ( plastic
scintillator or graphite disk) is considered as an element of
the BMS array, the response matrix should be expanded to
accept ^ ͣ' ͣC response as a new element in the response matrix.
In order to make the response matrix suitable for different
types of carbon activation detectors, the matrix elements of
^^C have units of saturated disintegrations rate per
neutrons-cm ^.sec -^.
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5. EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
5.1 EQUIPMENT FOR BONNER SYSTEM
A movable cart was designed to carry the whole
moderators and associated electronics, making it easier to
move inside the measured areas. In field surveys, some
additional routine survey instruments such as an Andersson-
Braun neutron monitor, tissue equivalent ionization chamber
and energy-compensated Geiger-Mueller tube, were also placed
into the cart. As a result, the data obtained with different
instruments could be obtained and compared simultaneously.
A. Electronics of BMS
The schematic block diagram of the associated
electronics for the BMS system is shown in Fig. 5.1. In
operation, it is desirable to locate the peak position of the
^Li(n,ok)3H reaction spectrum within an appropriate channel
range. For routine use a 4096 multichannel pulse height
analyzer and a 256 channel spectrum analysis mode were chosen
for each individual detector. Hence the peak range was often
selected within 120 to 180 channels. The main feature of the
pulse height spectrum shown in Fig. 5.2 is the peak due to
the ^Li(n,c5i)2H reaction. The area of the (n,©t) peak after
44
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Fig. 5.1 Schematic diagram of electronics of BMS
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Fig.5.2 Typical data from a multisphere detector showing the
spectrum and technique used to subtract background
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subtraction of the continuum due to gamma background and
other neutron interactions is considered the detector
response. Generally we used a logarithmic interpolation
between the minimum below the (njOi-) peak (Point A in Fig.5.2)
and the point at which the (n,oi>) events appear no longer to
contribute to the spectrum ( Point B).
B. Central neutron detector - crystal ®LiI(Eu)
The most common central detectors used in BMS have been
the ^Lil(Eu) crystal. After being moderated in polyethylene
spheres of various sizes, neutrons are detected as
scintillations resulting from the 4.787 MeV energy release in
the ^Li(n,o^)-^H reactions. The crystal was hermetically sealed
in an aluminum container with a plate glass window. Due to
gamma radiation as a significant component of the stray
radiation around the high energy proton accelerators,the size
and shape of the Lil(Eu) was chosen to achieve good gamma
ray discrimination. About 80% of incident thermal neutrons
are absorbed in 1.0 mm of ^Lil, so that thermal neutron
detection is essentially a surface effect, whereas the
efficiency for detection of gamma radiation and fast neutrons
is roughly proportional to the volume of the crystal due to a
high penetration ability of gamma rays. Therefore a small
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volume crystal, 4 mm thick and 4 mm in diameter, with a large
ratio of surface to volume was used. This minimized the
background counts not due to thermal neutrons. A small size
crystal is also used to limit the maximum pulse size
resulting from gamma rays, allowing discrimination on the
MCA.
C. Moderators
Spherical polyethylene moderators have been the nearly
universal choice of those using the BMS method of neutron
detection. The advantage of spherical symmetry, with the
detector at the center of the sphere, is that it produces an
isotropic response.
The density of commercial polyethylene ranges between
0.91 and 0.96 g/cm . Because the changes in polyethylene
density may have serious effects on the interpretation of
measurements, care must be taken in choosing the proper
polyethylene. Most commonly, the polyethylene used is so
called "leaner" high density polyethylene (p = 0.96 g/cm^),
which most closely approximates tissue.
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5.2 EQUIPMENT OF CARBON ACTIVATION DETECTORS
A. Plastic scintillators
The plastic scintillator was used both for the target
material and for detecting medium. Neutrons of energy greater
than 20.4 MeV interact with ͣ' ͣ^C nuclei which are the main
component of the plastic scintillator. The resulting ͣ' ͣͣ' ͣC is
unstable and decays with a half-life of 20.34 min through
emission of positron of maximum energy 0.98 MeV.
The plastic scintillator used in our research was a
cylinder ( 5 in. diam. x 7 in. height ), weighing 1800 grams.
A white paint ( titanium dioxide pigment in a clay base ) was
used to spray all surfaces except the viewing end of each
scintillator. The function of this layer of paint is to
reflect the induced scintillations  into the viewing end.
It has been found that the plastic scintillators which
were not protectively wrapped prior to being counted may
exhibit a significant increase in background counting rate.
The wrapping material should be black light-tight thick paper
rather than any transparent materials [32]. The protective
bag can prevent the plastic scintillators from attachment of
radon daughter products to the surface. The decay of these
products and their rate of detachment from the scintillator
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--JB^;^^^*;?*-!^^,^ ww-
combine to exhibit an effective half-life similar to that of
^^C, so that the radon could easily be mistaken for the
carbon, especially when the induced radiation level is very
low [1].
B. Photomultiplier assembly
The arrangement of photomultiplier assembly is shown in
Fig.5.3. The light-tight housing for the photomultiplier is
a mild steel cylinder of 22 inches ( 56 cm ) in height, 6.7
inches (17 cm) in diameter and 0.39 inches (10 mm) thick. The
housing was located in a low -level shielding cave of lead
bricks with a thickness of 2 inches to reduce the background.
The whole counting device was located in a basement having a
thick concrete wall in Building 535 of the BNL.
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5.3 FIELD MEASUREMENTS AND DATA COLLECTION
A. AGS survey locations
The experimental areas contain elaborate arrays of beam
transport equipment to steer the beam into the apparatus of
the experiments. The accelerator and experimental areas are
surrounded by heavy concrete and steel shielding to protect
personnel from the radiation produced by the protons and
other elementary particle beams.
Fifteen locations within these areas were chosen for the
stray neutron measurements, shown in Fig.5.4. All of these 15
locations are within the experimental areas near beam line
shieldings. The whole BMS, including polyethylene moderators
and the associated electronics, weighs about 200 pounds. It
is inconvenient to manually move the equipment in the survey
areas. Therefore a cart was designed to contain all
instrumentations. The survey areas were fully filled in with
various pipes, wires and experimental instruments, the cart
couldn't be moved to some areas where there may exist a
higher neutron radiation than that have been measured and
were occasionally and even frequently occupied by working
personnel. During the measurements, the detector system was
about 3 feet above the AGS experimental floor.
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Pig.5.4 AGS survey locations (b)
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B. Field Measurements
Prior to the field survey, the Bonner system was checked
with a Am-Be or Pu-Be neutron sources to adjust the settings
of the electronics. A ND-66 multichannel pulse height
analyzer was used to observe and count the alpha spectra
from the Lil crystal.
Throughout the measurements reported here, the AGS beam
was continuously operating. The total irradiation for each
measurement was one hour.
The settings of the associated electronics of BMS are
tabulated in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1  The electronics settings of BMS
Detector H.V. coarse fine discr. amp.
(volts) gain gain level pola.
Bare 900 8 10 7.5 +
Cd- 900 8 8 20 +
3" 910 8 10 89 +
5" 900 8 7.5 28 +
8" 900 8 10 29 +
10" 900 16 5 45 +
12" 900 8 7.6 7 +
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C. Plastic scintillator counting
After exposure of the plastic scintillator, it was
transferred from AGS to the counting room. Prior to the
sample counting, the equipment was allowed to warm up for to
reach stable operation. The exposed plastic scintillator is
placed on the top of the photomultiplier of the counting
system (see Fig.5.3) for a 40 minute counting. The positron
energy is wholly converted into the production of
scintillation photons which create a electrical signal in the
photomultiplier output. The signal is then amplified by an
amplifier. Finally, the signal is input into a multichannel
pulse height analyzer.
Because a continuous energy distribution of the positrons
emitted from  C, the spectrum obtained shows no sharp peak.
The electronics settings of plastic scintillator counting
equipment are listed as follows:
High voltage of photomultiplier: 1200 volts;
Amplifier: coarse gain: 32
fine gain:   4
discrimination: 59
ND-66 multichannel pulse height analyzer conversion gain:
256; i.e. only 256 channels are used.
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6.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1  CARBON ACTIVATION TECHNIQUES
A. Counting efficiency determination
A multichannel pulse height analyzer (MPHA) was
commonly used to observe and count the spectrum of pulses
from an irradiated plastic scintillator. It very frequently
occurred that very high counts due to equipment noise at low
channels were observed. At very high channels, there were
always some counts related to large pulses due to cosmic ray
events. Those undesirable counts will cause a significant
contribution to the background. In order to lower the
influence of background counts, the pulse height spectrum
from the plastic scintillator was divided into 3 regions (see
Figure 6.1). Region A is dominated by low energy pulse noise
from the electronics. Region C is dominated by high energy
pulses from cosmic rays. Region B contains primarily pulses
from the neutron events of interest and was used throughout
this analysis.
The use of this region of interest, however, excludes
neutron pulses falling within Region A and C. The potential
loss of neutron pulses within these regions was obtained by
using a spectrum collected in an area of high neutron flux.
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The spectral curve at both the lower and upper energy ends of
Region B was continued down to the Y, X-axis( see Fig.6.1),
ignoring the background counts in Region A and C (i.e. the
same functional form noted in region B was assumed to apply
in Region A and C). In this way, the neutron pulses contained
within Region A and C could be estimated and added to the
pulses in Region B. Region B was equal to 97.3% of the total
for Regions A, B, and C ( as determined in manner described
above) when Region A, B, and C were chosen within 0-5, 6-99,
100-256 channels respectively. Only Region B was used in all
subsequent analyses, and the counts in this region then were
divided by the ratio above to yield the total expected
neutron counts.
The solid line represents the pulse height spectrum
obtained in an area of large neutron flux. The dashed lines
represents the extrapolated "neutron only" curve into Region
A and B. The area under the dashed line s is added to the
area of Region B to obtain total neutron counts.
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Fig.6.1 spectrum of a plastic scintillator irradiatedat high neutron  flux spot
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B. System staUaility study
In some locations at the AGS the stray neutron level is
low, which produces a •' ͣ•' ͣC activity just slightly higher than
the background. Because of high counts at low channels any
shift in gain ( and, hence, a shift in the location of the
spectrum) will cause a large counting error in the subtracted
net counts. We monitored the variation of background counts
in a time period of 7 hours after the high voltage has turned
on, and the results are shown in Fig.6.2.
The background was lower at the beginning of
measurement period, and after about 3 hours it increased to a
stable value. Therefore 3 hours of warm-up time prior to the
sample counting seems to be important for reliable counting.
A °°Co gamma source was used to monitor this shift. The
peak of the ^Co gamma should be kept at a fixed channel by
adjusting the parameters of the counting system (such as the
gain of the amplifier) . This procedure reduces the error in
the background subtraction.
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Fig.6.2 variation of the background of plastic scintillatorcounting system with time
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C. Cross-comparison of two carbon activation counting
techniques
Due to the problems of high background and system
shifting, an attempt was made to use an alternative carbon
activation detector and counting system to replace the
plastic scintillators. The plastic scintillators and graphite
disks were both available, and both techniques were
applicable to our study. We have examined the performances of
each of the methods. The first consisted of a large plastic
scintillator and single photomultiplier tube system, and the
second consisted of a smaller graphite disk with Nal
coincidence equipment.
The plastic scintillator has the advantage of a large
target volume (about 1900 gm ) and a positron detection
efficiency approaching 100%. Therefore in principle it should
be very sensitive to low neutron fluxes. However in practice
the background level was quite high: 27,000 counts per 40
minute counting period. (The exact value depends critically
on the lower limit discrimination level chosen.) This is
because the signal is so nonspecific —any interaction of
external radiation in the scintillator could produce a
background event.
The Nal coincidence system for the graphite disk has a
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smaller mass (only one-tenth that of the scintillator) and a
low efficiency for counting the specific signal produced by
two 0.511 MeV gammas at 180 degrees to each other. The
background counting rate was measured to be only 14.4
counts/40 minutes in a +100 keV wide region around the 0.511
MeV line for the standard 4 0 minute counting time. In the
cross-comparison, scintillator and graphite samples were
irradiated at a "hot spot" of several rem/hr atop the D-line
shielding. They were counted simultaneously in their
respective counting systems.
The scintillator was counted on a 5" PMT inside a lead
cave. For counts between channels 5 to 159 inclusive ( the
counting region), the background was 28,795 + 170 counts per
40 minute period (0.28% standard deviation). Thus, the
background rate for this method is 2000 times higher than for
the graphite method. The 40 minute data run for irradiation
at the "hot spot" accumulated 8,330,453 gross counts, or
8,301,658 net counts. This corresponds to a signal/noise
ratio of 288. Extrapolation of the "hot spot" spectrum to
zero energy indicates that choosing channels 5-159 includes
91.3% of the complete spectrum.
The graphite counting setup is shown in Fig.6.2. A data
run which occurred simultaneously with the scintillator
counting showed 94,729 counts in a + lOOKeV wide region in 40
minutes for a signal/noise ratio of 94,729/14.4 = 6580.
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The ratio of the overall efficiencies (i.e. number of
counts/unit flux) of the two methods is 8.30 x 10^/9.5 x 10^ =
87, indicating that the plastic scintillator has a much
higher detection efficiency than that of the graphite disk. A
factor of 9.15 of this is attributable to the smaller carbon
mass in the graphite disk.
At first glance the graphite technique with its higher
signal to noise ratio appears to be the preferred technique.
However the most critical concern for the technique is the
requirement of the smallest uncertainty at low neutron flux
levels. Under these conditions there are some sources of
uncertainty which will be discussed separately below.
First, there exists the systematic uncertainty
associated with detector gain shift, discriminator level
changes, etc. These are most serious with the scintillation
technique and minimal with the graphite technique. If the
scintillation is used, they can be minimized by using a PHA
and a Co gamma source to ensure that the spectrum is
maintained at a constant position by adjusting settings of
the counting system, such as the gain of the amplifier. This
serves to correct for any slow gain changes which would
otheirwise produce an error in background subtraction.
The reason that stability is so important is that the
desired signal is often the difference between two large and
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nearly equal numbers, and even a small shift in either of
them will produce a much larger error in their difference.
Second, there is the uncertainty introduced by the
background counting rate. If one accumulates a background
spectrum for a long enough time, one can measure the average
background rate with arbitrarily good precision, assuming
that it is in fact constant. Thus, the average background can
be subtracted out. Time variations in the background could be
monitored with a separate equipment [31].
The third source of uncertainty is statistical: in a 40
minute counting period (the optimal time ) both the number of
observed C events and the number of observed background
events will have a statistical uncertainty associated with
them. The data presented here were obtained in 1986.
Recently, the counting system for the plastic scintillator
was rebuilt so that the background counts were reduced to
about 80 cpm [32]. This should greatly improve the precision
of future measurements.
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Fig.6.2  Graphite disk counting system
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Table.6.1 Comparison of ^^C counting techniques
(data)-j^ (data) 2
plastic scintillator  graphite disk
Background      567 cpm 0.36 cpm
"Hot spot"
counts 8,301,658/40  min 94,729/40 ittin
signal/noise    288 6,580
Ratio of the overall efficiency of the two methods
R = 8,301,658/94,729 = 87.6
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6.2 UNFOLDING OUTPUT AND DATA ANALYSIS
Spectrum Unfolding
The new version of Sanna's unfolding code BON, entitled
B0N5, was used to unfold the survey data. B0N5 has the
advantage of running the code in an IBM-PC AT micro-computer
and all input and output data can be saved in a floppy disk
as files. The B0N5 has recently been modified into a new
version entitled B0N6, which can be run in a smaller IBM-PC
XT personal computer and some iteration parameters can be
directly input from the keyboard.
The input of B0N5 is the number of counts from each
Bonner sphere. B0N5 output provides a series of important
estimates such as fast neutron flux, thermal neutron flux,
total neutron flux, average neutron energy, absorbed dose
rate, dose equivalent rate and quality factor etc. The
estimates of these factors obtained at 15 locations are
listed in Table 6.2, which briefly shows the most
important results of the unfolding algorithm. Data obtained with
and without carbon detector count input are listed in the
same table. The average dose equivalent rate for all
locations is 0.64 mrem/hr during "beam on" conditions. The
range is from 0.098 to 1.59 mrem/hr.  If the AGS is
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operational for one-third (17 weeks) of a total year, an AGS
worker who works a forty hour week (1/3 of which is during
"beam on" because AGS operates though all shifts) in the
experimental areas exclusively will receive 0.44 rem due to
neutrons if dose rate equals average of the 15 locations.
The table also presents the average neutron energy
values at the 15 locations, ranging from 0.18 to 2.35 MeV
using the plastic scintillator data in the unfolding
calculation. The average energy of 0.62 MeV shows a very good
agreement with the results obtained by Perry [33] in 1967 at
a similar high energy proton accelerator.. He presented a
summary of the composition of the radiation field outside
the (concrete) shielding of a high energy proton synchrotron
(see Table 6.4). Compared with the results at other high
energy proton accelerators, our result of average neutron
energy is lower than the results obtained at similar high
energy proton accelerators [9,12].
This lower average energy may result from two
possibilities: the first is neutron moderation by highly
effective shielding materials; the second is the bias of the
unfolding code. We will discuss the second in the section on
testing of the unfolding code.
Table 6.3 shows the percentage distributions of dose
equivalents within three energy groups. On average, 77% of
dose equivalent comes from neutrons with  energy from 0.224
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to 3.68 MeV. Only 6.6% of the total dose equivalent is due to
neutrons with energy higher than 3.68 MeV. Low energy
neutrons (less than 0.224 MeV) contribute 16% of the total
dose equivalent.
Considering the NTA film emulsions used at the AGS for a
long time (until 1984) for personnel monitoring, it is
possible that neutron dose was underestimated by typically
10% due to the insensitivity of the NTA to neutrons below 0.5
MeV.
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Table 6.2a unfolded results
11/(Data) 2 : with -^-^C counts input
(Data) 2 : without ^^C counts input; (data) 2^[ (data) 3]
Location Fast neutron
flux
No. (n/cm -sec)
Thermal neutron
flux
(n/cm^-sec)
Total neutron
flux
o
(n/cm -sec)
I 6.93 [6.80] 2.73 [2.78] 9.63 [9.58]
2 29.0 [28.8] 4.78 [4.90] 33.9 [33.7]
3 17.5 [17.3] 5.86 [5.97] 23.4 [23.3]
4 6.80 [5.92] 2.82 [2.86] 8.82 [8.78]
5 21.0 [20.9] 7.88 [7.89] 28.9 [28.8]
6 17.2 [17.0] 5.94 [6.06] 23.1 [23.1]
7 48.4 [47.9] 17.1 [17.5] 65.5 [65.4]
8 6.62 [6.53] 2.41 [2.44] 9.02 [8.87]
9 7.46 [7.39] 2.96 [2.99] 10.4 [10.4]
10 2.95 [2.92] 1.05 [1.07] 3.99 [3.99]
11 27.2 [26.4] 12.9 [13.2] 40.1 [39.7]
12 16.0 [14.8] 7.18 [7.20] 23.1 [22.0]
13 23.1 [21.7] 8.08 [8.18] 29.9 [31.1]
14 32.6 [32.4] 10.3 [10.4] 42.9 [42.9]
15 30.8 [30.7] 8.26 [8.35] 39.1 [39.0]
Average 19.6 [19.2] 6.68 [6.78]
26.1 [26.0]
*: a: Figures inside square brackets are the (data)2b: Fast flux = Total flux - thermal flux.
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Table 6.2b Unfolded results
(data)^: with ͣ' ͣͣ' ͣC counts input
(data) 2: without ^^C counts input; (data) 2^/(data) 2
Location Average Ej^  Absorbed doseNo.        (MeV)       (mrad/hr)
Dose equivalent
(mrem/hr)
1 0.72 [0.19] 0.35 [0.33] 0.23 [0.22]
2 0.63 [0.45] 0.17 [0.17] 1.33 [1.32]
3 0.50 :0.23] 0.09 [0.08] 0.58 [0.57]
4 0.82 .0.16] 0.03 [0.03] 0.18 [0.17]
5 0.55 :0.37] 0.12 [0.11] 0.64 [0.63]
6 0.60 :0.34] 0.10 :o.io] 0.74 [0.73]
7 0.22 1.0.18] 0.23 I.0.23] 1.59 1:i.59]
8 1.0  [ 0.25] 0.04 [ 0.03] 0.23 ( 0.22]
9 0.69 [ 0.24] 0.04 [ 0.04] 0.26 [ 0.25]
10 2.35 [ 1.87] 0.02 [ 0.02] 0.10 [ 0.10]
11 0.18 [ 0.06] 0.12 [ 0.10] 0.64 [ 0.56]
12 0.47 [ 0.01] 0.07 [ 0.06] 0.32 [ 0.36]
13 0.46 [ 0.22] 0.12 [ 0.11] 0.89 [ 0.85]
14 0.33 [ 0.20] 0.15 [ 0.15] 0.87 [ 0.86]
15 0.46 [ 0.31] 0.16 [ 0.16] 1.10 [ 1.09]
Averac^e  0.62 1 0.34] 0.12 [ 0.11] 0.64 [ 0.63]
*: Figures inside square brackets are the (data)2
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TABLE 6.3 Dose Equivalent Percentagein different Energy Groups'*
Location
No. <0.224MeV 0.224-3.68 MeV 3.68-400 MeV
% % %
1 15.3 81.0 3.74
2 7.74 90.8 1.44
3 14.2 83.5 2.34
4 17.3 77.4 5.25
5 16.4 73.3 10.4
6 10.7 84.7 4.57
7 15.9 83.5 0.65
8 13.9 80.7 5.35
9 14.2 82.5 3.34
10 16.7 52.5 30.8
11 32.0 54.7 14.4
12 27.9 67.4
4.65
13 13.3 84.6 2.10
14 18.1 79.5
2.41
15 12.1 85.8
2.10
Average 16.4 77.5
6.63
*: Unfolded results with combined ^^C data
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6.3  INFLUENCE OF ^^C DATA ON OUTPUT
The influence of ͣ' ͣ C data on the unfolded results can be
seen by comparison of two results: one obtained with -'^ ͣ' ͣC data
input into the unfolding code and the other without the
carbon data. Unfolded spectra at the same location with and
without plastic scintillator data are shown in Fig.6.3. There
is no significant difference between the two spectra. The
reason for this result may be attributable to the fact that
all 15 survey locations were in the areas behind heavy
shieldings, thereby lowering the high energy neutron flux to
which the carbon responds.
Perry [33] in 1967 presented the composition of the
radiation field outside the concrete shielding of a high
energy proton synchrotron, as shown in Table 6.4. From the
table it is apparent that the most important contributors to
the total neutron flux density and dose equivalent come from
the neutrons from energy range of leV to 7 MeV. This finding
strongly suggested that the stray neutrons outside a concrete
shielding consist of neutrons with energies around a few MeV,
which is much lower than the threshold energy of 20 MeV for
^^C (n,2n) ͣ^-' ͣC reaction. Since there are only a few stray
neutrons with energies higher than the threshold of
^2c(n,2n) •' ͣͣ^C reaction (20 MeV), the •' ͣͣ' ͣC data seems to be less
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important showing a small influence on the unfolded
results.
However, it should be noted that our results obtained in
this survey are not representative for the assessment of
stray neutrons in the environment around other high energy
proton accelerators, where the configuration of beam
arrangement and shielding may totally be different. The
conclusion from our results applies only under the specific
conditions at the AGS.
In Table 6.4, a comparison of results obtained with and
without the carbon data was made by using the data at
location 7, where the highest dose equivalent rate was found.
The data show very small differences between the two
approaches. The evident difference is in the average
neutron energy, with a difference of 16.7%. The dose
equivalent rates are identical. The average neutron energy is
0.221 MeV with the carbon data. This value is much lower than
that of Perry's prediction. It is clear that stray neutrons
in this area have been moderated by the massive shielding
blocks surrounding all beam lines.
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Fig.6.3  Comparison of two unfolded spectra:with carbon data versus without carbon data input
unfolding at the seune location
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Table 6.4
Comparison of Unfolded output at the Same Location
Location with ^-^C      without ^^C
No.
7 (data);L        (data) 2
Fast neutron flux
(neutrons/cm^/sec)        48.4 47.9
Thermal neutron flux
(neutrons/cm^/sec)       17.1 17.5
Total neutron flux
(neutrons/cm^/sec) 65.5 65.4
Average energy
(MeV) 0.221 0.184
Absorbed dose rate
(mrad/hr) 0.228 0.227
Dose equivalent rate
(mrem/hr)
Specific absorbed dose
Rad/(n/cin^)
Specific dose equivalent
Rem/(n/cm^)
Quality factor 6.97 7.0
1.59 1.59
9.67   X   10"^° 9.65   X   10"^°
6.74   X   10"^ 6.75  X  10"^
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Table 6.5
Radiation spectrum above shielding
of high energy proton synchrotron
Type of
radiation
Energy range Estimated
percentage
of neutron
flux density
Estimated
percentage
of total
equivalent
Neutrons <leV <7 <1
Neutrons 1 eV-0.7 MeV 70 20
Neutrons 0.7-3 MeV 15 35
Neutrons 3-7 MeV 7 25
Neutrons 7-20 Mev 1.5 5
Neutrons+proibons  20-100 MeV 1 5
Neutrons+charged
particles        >100 MeV
Other particles
+ gamma _
0.5 4
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6.4  UNFOLDING CODE B0N5 TESTING
The unfolding code testing involves three aspects: the
impact of number of iterations to the final unfolded output, the
ability to reproduce the hypothetical spectra and, the effect
of initial spectrum chosen on the unfolded results.
In Sanna's original code BON and new version B0N5 by Dr.
Casper Sun of BNL, the number of iterations was a fixed
value. The modified code B0N5, entitled B0N6 changed the
number of iterations time in the code from a fixed value into
an optional one which can easily be input from the keyboard.
In our tests, we input three different number of iterations:
n-j^ = 100, n2 = 500, n3 = 1000. Using the same input data we
run the code three times with above different number of
iterations. Then a comparison of these three unfolded output
would indicate some information concerning the effect of
number of iterations on the final results. The results of
different number of iterations are listed in Table 6.6. The
data indicate that the main results of output such as dose
equivalent and average energy for iteration time of 500 and
1000 are very closed. The average energy shows a 6.7%
difference, and a difference of  only 2.2% for dose equivalents.
The spectrum shapes are similar for 500 and 1000 iteration
times. But when the iteration is only performed 100 times,
the spectrum shape is far from perfect.
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Table 6.6
Comparison of the unfolded results of different
iteration times with the same  input
Iteration
times 100 500 1000
Fast neutron
flux
(n/cm -sec) 37.2
Thermal neutron
flux
(n/cm -sec) 7.2
Total neutron
flux
(n/cm -sec) 44.4
Average energy
(MeV) 2.26
Absorbed dose
(mrad/hr) 0.253
Dose equivalent
(mrem/hr) 1.58
Quality factor 6.05
34.9 34.2
7.6 7.9
42.5 42.1
1.86 1.74
0.218 0.211
1.36 1.33
6.22 6.29
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Our testing procedure also uses hypothetical spectra to
calculate the assumed detector counts by
n
R(i) = ) MijXj       j=l,3l
where R(i) is the counts of i-th detector; Mj^-s is the
response matrix element of i-th detector in j-th energy bin
and Xj is the hypothetical neutron spectrum in j-th energy
bin. We developed a code to calculate the hypothetical
counts of each detectors in BMS array.
These R(i)'s are then unfolded by the code B0N5 and the
resulting spectrum is compared with X^'s. Several different
shapes of spectra were tested. These trial spectra, denoted
as Sj^, are: ( neutron fluxes in neutrons/cm^-sec)
S]^: An assumed flux of 3000 per energy bin;
83: monoenergetic flux in 29-th bin (77.2-134 MeV) ;
S3: 0 to bins 15 with a low flux of 300, bins 15 to 31 with
a high flux of 40,000;
S^: two monoenergetic fluxes in bins 6 and 24;
S5: two monoenergetic fluxes in bins 10 and 15;
Sg: a decreasing ramp spectrum from a flux of 31,000 in bin 1
to a flux of 1000 in bin 31;
SjZ   an increasing ramp spectrum from a flux of 1000 in bin 1
to a flux of 31,000 in bin 31.
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The unfolded spectra, shown in Fig.6.6a to 6.6e, were
then compared with the hypothetical spectra.
For the result of hypothetical spectrum S-j^, which has a
3.23% of uniform flux distribution over 31 energy bins, the
relevant unfolded spectrum is shown in Fig.6.6a. It
demonstrates a largest deviation from the uniform
distribution at bin 2 ( about 0.53 eV) only contributing 2%
of flux to the total. At high energy bins, the unfolded
spectrum shows a good agreement with the hypothetical
spectrum.
For a monoenergetic hypothetical spectrum, the unfolded
spectrum becomes much broader. In order to make comparison,
the hypothetical spectrum is also marked in the relevant
spectrum plotting. The resolution of Bonner system is poor
since the energy dependence curve of each element of the
array does not show a fine structure.
The purpose of our testing also to explore if the code
bias the average neutron energy to a lower value. It is found
that the code bias the unfolded spectrum slightly making it
shift towards a lower energy. This can be seen from the
result of S3, the hypothetical spectrum has a very sharp step
at bin 15, since the counts from bin 15 sharply increase by
200 times. An excellent unfolding code would yield a
spectrum with a sharp step at bin 15. However, the unfolded
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result spectrum shows a 8.7% of total flux from bins lower
than 15. The result of monoenergetic hypothetical spectrum
also shows similar tendency that the resulting broader peak
does not show symmetrical shape to the bin of hypothetical
energy indicating a shift to lower energy. This becomes
serious in higher energy region.
The testing uses one set of unfolded counts as new input
counts to yield the second generation unfolded results. A
perfect unfolding code would reproduce the initial spectrum
identically. Our result shows that the ability of the code
BON in this aspect is good. The average difference between
the input and the recalculated values in the second unfolding
is only 2.2%.
Based on our limited unfolding code testing, one
conclusion can be derived: code BON (or B0N6) performs well
for processing data of continuous spectra. For the purpose of
radiation protection, most neutron problems encountered are
just related to this kind of continuous spectra. Therefore
Bonner system would fulfill the requirement of neutron
spectrometry for radiation dosimetry.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
From the data obtained in our study, the following
conclusions were drawn.
The stray neutron radiation around the high energy
proton accelerator AGS at Brookhaven National Laboratory has
been well shielded, showing a low neutron dose equivalent
rate with an average value of 0.64 mrem/hr.
In our specific survey areas, the high energy neutron
component of more than 2 0 MeV shows a very small
significance. This may result from the fact that all of the
survey locations were behind the very thick concrete and
steel shielding. Due to limitation of the survey locations,
from a point of view of radiation safety, an additional
survey program should be conducted with a combination of the
BMS, carbon activation detectors and other neutron
spectrometry instrumentations.
The unfolding code B0N5 and new version B0N6 performs
well, showing a good ability to reproduce typical continuum
neutron spectra behind the shielding of high energy proton
accelerators.
The carbon activation detector shows a relatively lower
importance in our limited survey locations. The data in our
study would not be adopted as a general conclusion for
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analyzing the neutron radiation at another high energy proton
accelerators.
For a more accurate interpretation of measured results
with the Bonner system, intercomparison of data obtained
with several neutron detection systems by irradiating
simultaneously in a neutron field should be conducted. The
results of this intercomparison would test the performance of
Bonner spheres for purposes of neutron spectrometry. If some
accurate neutron spectroscopic instruments, such as time-of-
flight, counter telescopes and a spark-chamber spectrometer
were employed, the results are more helpful to analyze and
improve BMS performance [9].
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7. APPENDICES
A. The unfolding code B0N6
c bon6; version of bonS from BNL for the IBM-PC/XT; 3/02/89c DMU; energy apace loglO between two groupac E; the average energy; <dE>= SQRT(E1+E2),
C AL; Lil(Eu) reaponse matrix, 31x12, for 12 detectorsc NG; two groupa 25 (max 10 Mev) and 31 (max 400 Mev)c ND; number of detector
c LL; detector identifyer in ASH
c CALI; detector relative factor
c BC; count rate per/in one hour
c BK= Z<0|0> ==> sum of quantum states over all energies   and detectora.
c CPS; counts per second.
c VECT; X.   0»cps = = > sum over detectora for each energyC NFLl; for auto-batch processes.
C
CASPER SUN, 2/3/88,
CHARACTER ANS,BALL(12)»4,C0DE»6,TITLE»20,ZZZ(lO)»3,C0DEF»6C«
CHARACTER*! EQUAL, FCHAR, DCHAR
DIMENSION CALI(12),BC(10),RBC(10),LL(10),E(31),DMU(31),O   RAD(31),RADS(31),REM(31),SP(31),VECT(31),SSS(31),F(32),S   BK(31,31),AL(12,31),RMPH(8,2),REMS(31),RESP(a,2,31)DATA LL/10»0/, NDEF/31/
DATA BALL/ 'B-CD','BARE','CAD.',' 2 '",' 3 "',' 5 "',' 8 "',$   '10   "','12 "','18 "','C-11','ALNA'/
DATA BC/7877,2158,33354,23359,15979,9529,4883,3636,2"O./DATA F/l.E-08,4.14E-7,6.826E-7,l,445E-6,3.059E-6,6.476E-6,S1.371E-5,2.902E-5,6.144E-5,1.301E-4,2.754E-4,5.929E-4,1.234E-3,$2.613E-3,5.531E-3,1.171E-2,2.479E-2,5.247E-2,0.1111,0.2237,$0.4508,0.9072,1.8237,3.679,7.408,14.92,25.81,44.65,77.25,$133.6,231.2,400.0/
C    RAD and REM data are x ElO;
DATA RAD/5.260,6.088,6.175,6.135,6.070,6.008,5.970,5.937,S5.892,5.698,5.465,5.251,5.149,5.083,5.039,5.629,6.639,$7.847,10.38,14.54,22.44,34.06,42.20,57.78,66,22,90.97,$96.10,101.3,113.7,149.0,179.4/
DATA REM/10.24,11.98,12,36,12.64,12.71,12.61,12.38,12.06,$11.67,11.27,10.87,10.51,10,21,9.992,10.02,15.25,27.47,$49.52,92.26,173.3,291.8,358.9,361.1,416,7,462.0,630.2,$749.6, 738.2,523.7,523.5,587.7/,EPS/l.E-18/NFL1=0
WRITE (»,»)' WELCOME TO B0N6 NEUTRON SPECTRUM UNFOLDING PROGRAM.
Use "?" for help.'
Run batch and manual processea.'
Enable SP(»)=1,0 or 1/E initial conditions,'
Plot Max. energy in graphic'
Apply NO smooth routine.'
HAS named "INPUT.BON" for batch data file.'
Use count per hour input.'
Requires END (Cap) statement for end data.'Use ";" as comment line. '
The "BATCH.OUT" is the batch output info.'
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(»,999)
WRITE (»,»)' 1.
WRITE (»,»)' 2.
WRITE (»,»)' 3.
WRITE (»,»)' 4.
WRITE (»,»)' 5.
WRITE (»,»)' 6.
WRITE (»,»)' 7,
WRITE (»,»)' 8
WRITE (»,«)' 9.
WRITE (»,><) '10.
WRITE (»,999)
WRITE <«,«> ' Put in the Caps Lock mode -- Happy computing t'
C»
C      MODIFICATIONS 4/6/89 TO TEST CONVERGENCE
WRITE<«,«> ' Testing ITER convergence. Enter ITER:'
READ<«,«) ITER
C»
OPEN < 1,FILE='DETECTOR. BON' :>
READ <!,«) RESP
CLOSE <1)
DO 11 I=1,NDEF
DMU(I)=AL0G10<F<I+l)>-ALaG10(F<I)>
11 E(I)=SQRT<F<I)«F<I+1))
E<l)=2.5E-a
OPEN (2,FILE='ALMATRX.B0N')
READ <2,«.> AL
CLOSE <2)
12 WRITE <«,«> ' CREATE NEW DATA FILE ? Y/N ==> '
READ <«,'<A1)') AN3
IF (ANS.EQ.'Y') GOTO 1500
IF <ANS.EQ.'N'> THEN
OPEN<3,FILE='INPUT.BON'>
ENDIF
C     FIX TO STOP TRANSFER INTO NEXT BLOCK
1200 CONTINUE
IF <ANS.EQ.'N'> THEN
READ <3,'<A>') TITLE
IF <TITLE(l:3).EQ.'END') GOTO 3000
IF <TITLE<1:10>.EQ.' ') GOTO 3000
IF <TITLE<l:l).EQ.';') GOTO 1200
READ <3,«)ND,NG
NFL1=NFL1+1
READ <3,«) <LL<K>,BC<K>,CALI<K), K=1,ND)
GOTO 2200
ELSE
WRITE <*,999)
WRITE <«,«>'  Check the Capa Lock mode and try again t'
GOTO 12
ENDIF
1500  WRITE <«,999>
WRITE <«,«> '  PLEASE SELECT ENERGY GROUP ?:'
WRITE <«,«> '     25 => FOR THERMAL TO '-15 MeV, OR'
WRITE <«,«)'     31 => FOR THERMAL TO 400 MeV.   ==> '
READ < « , « > NG
IF (NG.LE.25) NG=25
IF (NG.GT.NDEF) NG=NDEF
WRITE <«
WRITE <«
17   WRITE <«
WRITE <•
READ <*,
«) '    THE a DEFAULT OF DETECTORS ARE:
«> '    BARE, Cd, 3", 5", 8", 10", 12" AND C-11.'
999 >
«) ' USE THE DEFAULT SET DETECTORS ? Y/N ==> '
(Al)') ANS
IF (AMS.EQ.'N') GOTO 18
IF (ANS.EQ.'Y') THEN
LL<1)=2
LL(2)=3
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NUMBER OF DETECTORS USED
LL(3>=5
LL(4)=6
LL(5>=7
LL<6>=8
LL(7)=9
LL(8)=11
ND = 8
OPEN <4,FILE='CALFACT.BON'i
READ <4,«) CALI
CLOSE <4>
GOTO 33
ELSE
GOTO 17
ENDIF
la   WRITE (»,99e)
WRITE <«,«) '
READ <»,«> ND
IF <ND.GT.10> STOP
IF (ND.LE.l)  STOP
DO 25 K=l,ND
20   WRITE <«,«> '    KEY 1   FOR HELP TO SEE DETECTORS CODES, OR'WRITE <*,«) ' ENTER THE #',K, '  DETECTOR CODE 't   = = > '
READ <«,'<A>'> CODE
IF <CODE(l:l>.EQ.'?') THEN
CALL HELP
GOTO 20
ENDIF
LL<K)=0
2ZZ<K)=C0DE
IF (K.EQ.l) GOTO 23
DO 22 JC=1,K-1
IF <CODE.EQ.22Z<vie>> GOTO 20
22 CONTINUE
23 IF <CODE.EQ.'B-C')
IF (CODE.EQ.'BAR'>
ND
ND
> 10
<= 1 'tl'
LL < K) = 1
LL<Ki=2
IF <CODE(l:2)-EQ.'CD') LL<K>=3
IF <CODE<l:l>.EQ.'2'> LL<K>=4
IF <CODE<l:l).EQ.'S') LL<K>=5
IF <C0DE<1:1>.EQ.'5'> LL<K>=6
IF <CODE<l:l).EQ.'a'> LL<K)=7
IF <C0DE<1:2)-EQ.'IO') LL<K)=8
IF <C0DE<1:2).EQ.'12'> LL(K)=9
IF <C0DE<1:2).EQ.'ia') LL(K)=10
IF (CODE.EQ.'Cll') LL(K)=11
IF <LL<K).EQ.O) GOTO 20
25 CONTINUE
33 WRITE < « 999)
WRITE ( * «> ' F
WRITE ( * 999)
WRITE < « «) ' 1
WRITE ( * «) ' 2
WRITE i  * • ) ' 3
WRITE (.  * .«) '
READ ( * f (Al)') A
OR CALIBRATION FACTORS, PLEASE ENTER:'
> SET ALL C.F.= l.O'
> ENTER NEW SET OF CALIBRATION FACTORS
 ==> USE DEFAULT SET OF DATA'
??? = = > '
IF CANS.EQ.'S') GOTO 37
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IF (ANS.Ea.'2') GOTO 34
IF (ANS.EQ.'l') THEN
DO 29 1=1,12
29  CALI(I)=1.0
GOTO 37
ELSE
GOTO 33
END IF
34 DO 35 K=1,ND
WRITE (»,907)  BALL(LL(K))
READ (»,») CALI(K>
35 CONTINUE
37  WRITE <»,999)
WRITE <«,«> ' USE DEFAULT COUNT RATES ? Y/N ==> '
READ <«,'<Aa)') ANS
IF <ANS.EQ.'Y'> GOTO 40
IF (ANS.EQ.'N') THEN
DO 39 K=1,ND
WRITE (•,920) BALL<LL(K))
READ <*,«> BC(K>
39  CONTINUE
ELSE
GOTO 37
ENDIF
907  FORMAT <1X,' CALIB. FACTOR FOR ',A4,' = ?')
920  FORMAT <1X,' COUNT RATE PER HOUR FOR ',A4,' = ?')
CHEKC INPUT DATA:
40   WRITE <«,340>
DO 57 K=1,ND
L=LL<K>
57   WRITE <«,343) K,BALL(L),BC<K),CALI<K)
WRITE <«,999>
WRITE <«,«)' It!  IS DATA CORRECT ?  Y/N ==> '
READ <«,'<A1)') ANS
IF (ANS.EQ.'Y') GOTO 2100
IF (ANS.EQ.'N') THEN
WRITE («,«) ' ENTER THE (COL,ROW) LOCATION WHICH WISH TO CHANGE'
WRITE («,«) '    THE ROW NUMBER (1,2,3,---, OR N) ==> '
READ (*,«) KROW
WRITE («,«) ' YOU ARE CHANGING DATA OF ', BALL(LL(KROW))
WRITE («,«) ' THE COLUMN NUMBER (2 OR 3) ==> '
READ («,«) KCOL
GOTO (1,2,3), KCOL
GOTO 40
1 WRITE («,«) '     YOU CANNOT CHANGE DETECTOR NOW !1 DUMMY tt'
GOTO 40
2 WRITE («,*)' NEW COUNT PER HOUR ? ==> '
READ («,«) BC(KROW>
GOTO 40
3 WRITE («,*) ' NEW CALIBRATION FACTOR ? ==> '
READ <«,«> CALI(KROW)
GOTO 40
ENDIF
GOTO 40
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WARNING: file name has been uaed, RENAME please!'
FILE ID OR SPECTRUM TITLE
TITLE
<6 LETTERS)? ==>
,STATUS='NEW',ERR=2000>
,STATUS='OLD',ERR=2150>
2000 WRITE <«,«)'
2100 WRITE <*,SS9)
WRITE <«,«> '
READ <«,'<A>')
CODE=TITLE
2150 CONTINUE
CODEF<l:6> = CODE
C0DEF(7:10)= '.INP'
OPEN<8,FILE=CODEF
GOTO 2300
2200 CQDE=TITLE
C0DEF<1:6) = CODE
C0DEF<7:10>= '.INP'
OPEN<e,FILE=CODEF
2300 WRITE <a,'<A)') TITLE
WRITE <8,«) ND, NG
DO 64 1 = 1, NG
VECT<I>=0.
64  SP<I)=1.0
IF (NFLl.GT.O)
WRITE <«,«) '
WRITE <«,«> '
READ <*,'<A1)'>
IF (ANS.NE.'N')
DO 66 I=1,NG
66  SP<I>=DMU<I>
ENDIF
70  WRITE <•
<«
<«
<«
<«
<«
(«
(«
K =
GOTO 70
Use l/E
ANS
THEN
Initial spectrum, "«"/N'
otherwise, SP<I)=1. = = >
999)
999)
999)
«) '
• ) '
999)
• ) '
«) '
1,ND
FILE it' , NFLl
««««« INPUT OF
You can
« M « « 1e «
<S, 303) LL<K), BC(K), CALKK)
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
DO 71
71 WRITE
CLOSE(8)
IF (NFLl.GT.O) CODE= 'BATCH'
CALIB. FACTOR IS TURNED OVER ____
DO 73 1=1,NG
DO 73 J=1,NG
BK(J,I)=0.
DO 73 M=1,ND
L=LL<M)
73  BK<J,I)=BK<J,I)+AL<L,J)«AL<L,1)
DO 76 1 = 1, NG
DO 76 M=1,ND
L=LL<M)
CPS = BG<H)y'CAH<M)/3600.
76  VECT(I)=VECT<I)*AL(L,I)«CPS
DO 95 NUL=1,ITER
DO 90 I=1,NG
SUM=0.
DATA SUCCESSFUL •«««««
turn printer on and
2 MIN. 40 SEC.
please wait'
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DO SO J=1,NG
80 SUM = SUMi-3P(J) »BK(I, J>
90 SSS(I)=SP(I)»VECT(I)/SUM
DO 95 M=1,NG
95 SP(M)=SSS(M)
DO 97 M=1,MD
RBC<M)=0.
L=LL(M)
DO 97 J=1,NG
97  RBC<M>= RBC<M>+AL<L,J)«SP<J)«3600.«CALI<M)
IF <NFL1.GT.1> GOTO 109
106 CONTINUE
C0DEF(l:6) = CODE
C0DEF<7:10)= '.OUT'
0PEN<9,FILE=C0DEF        ,STATUS='NEW',ERR=107)
GOTO 109
107 CONTINUE
C0DEF(l:6) = CODE
C0DEF(7:10>='.OUT'
0PEN<9,FILE=CODEF        ,STATU3='OLD',ERR=I06>
109  SUM=0.
DO 111 M=1,ND
Z2=1.0-RBCCM>/BCCM>
111  SUM = SUM<-ABS(ZZ>
R0R=SUM/ND»100
WRITE (»,201) TITLE
WRITE <»,310) ROR
WRITE (9,201) TITLE
WRITE (9,310) ROR
DO 123 M=1,ND
L=LL(M)
ZZ=100«<1.0-RBC<M>/BC<M>)
WRITE <«,270) BALL<L>,CALI<M>,BC<M>,RBC<M>,22
123 WRITE <9,270) BALL<L),CALI<M>,BC<M),RBC<M>,22
270 FORMAT <1H ,IX,A4,F7.2,1P2E13.4,1PE12.2)
WRITE <«,999>: «••««« COMPUTE THE MONITORS RESPONSES «««««
TRADS=0.
TREMS=0.
SUM=0.
DO 130 1=1,NG
SUM=SUM+SP<I)
RADS <I)= RAD <I)«SP <I)«1.E-10
REMS<1)=REM<I)«SP<I>«1.E-10
IF (RADSd) .LT.EPS) RADS<I)=EPS
IF <REMS<I).LT.EPS) REMS<I)=EPS
TRADS=TRADS-RAD3 <I)
130 TREMS=TREMS+REMS<I)
THRML=SP<1)
FAST=SUM-THRML
DO 140 1=1,NG
3S3<I) = 100«SP<I)y'SUM
IF (SSSd) .LT.EPS) SS3<I)=EP3
RADS <I)=RAD3 <I)/TRADS«lOO
140 REMS(I)=REMS<I)/TREM3«100
100
WRITE <»,210)
WRITE <«,240) SP<1),SSS<1),RADS(1),REMS<1),REMS<1)
WRITE <9,210>
WRITE <9,240) SP<1),SSS<1>,RADS<1>,REMS<1),REMS<1)
SREM = REMSd)
DO 145 1=2,NG
11=1+1
SREM=SREM*REM3<I)
WRITE <«,230> I,F<II),SP<I>,SSS<I>,RADS<I),REMS<I),SREM
145 WRITE <9,230> I,F<II>,SP<I),SSS<I>,RADS<I),REM3<I),SREM
230 FORMAT (IH ,14,1P2E11.2,0P4F10.2>
240 FORMAT <1H ,7X,'THERMAL ',IPEll.2,0P4F10.2)
DO 150 J=l,8
DO ISO K=l,2
RHPH<J,K>=0.
DO 150 I=1,NG
150 RMPH < J , K ) =RMPH ( J ,K> +RESP < J , K , I ) «REMS < I.)
EAVE=0.
DO 160 I=1,NG
160 EAVE=EAVE*E<I)«SP<I)
EAVE=EAVE/SUH
RADPH=1000.«TRADS«3&00.
REMPH=100O.«TREMS«3&O0.
TRADS=TRADS/SUM
TREMS=TREMSySUM
QF=TREMS/TRADS
WRITE <«,220) FAST,THRML,SUM,HAVE,RADPH,REMPH,TRADS,TREMS,QF
WRITE <«,200> (<RMPH<J,K),K=1,2),J=1,8)
WRITE <«,201) TITLE
WRITE <9,220) FAST,THRML,SUM,EAVE,RADPH,REMPH,TRADS,TREMS,QF
WRITE (9,200) <<RMPH<J,K>,K=1,2>,J=1,8)
CALL FDPLOT <NG,E,SSS,REMS>
WRITE<9,203>
203  FORMAT <lX,'.PGy'>
IF (NFLl.GT.O) GOTO 1200
WRITE <«,999>
WRITE <«,«>' DATA HAVE SAVED IN FILE ==> ', CODE
CLOSE <9)
170  WRITE <«,«> '  ttt  REPEAT CALCULATION ?  Y/"*" ==> '
READ <«,'<A1)') ANS
IF <ANS.EQ.'y'> GOTO 1500
GOTO 4000
3000 CLOSE <3>
4000 STOP ' «««  DATA PROCESSES ARE COMPLETED  ••*'
C«««««««««*«'M««K«««««[«!««««««1«««4t«««««E«««c«««MK««««
201 FORMAT <>'>'4X,'TITLE = ',  A20>
200 FORMAT <lHO,feX, 'IF THE MONITOR IS CALIBRATED WITH 252CF OR PUB
SE NEUTRONS, THEN'/19X,8HNTA FILM,15H SHOULD RECORD ,2Fa.l, ' XOF
0 THE D.E.'ySX,'POLYCARBONATE TRACK ETCH', 'SHOULD RECORD ',2F8.1,
$14H » OF THE D.E./SX,33HMONOMER TRACK ETCH SHOULD RECORD ,2Fa.l, 1
S4H '< OF THE D.E./7X,35HHANKINS ALBEDO BADGE SHOULD RECORD , 2F8.1 ,1
$4H H OF THE D.E./IIX,31HHOY ALBEDO BADGE SHOULD RECORD ,2Fa.l, 14
SH r< OF THE D.E./3X ,24HHANKIM3 9 INCH REM METER, 15H SHOULD RECORD ,
S2F7.1,16H5t OF THE DE RATE/2X,25H   ORIGINAL A-B REM METER,
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$15H SHOULD RECORD ,
$2F7.1,16H5t OF THE DE RATE/2X,25H COMMERCIAL A-B REM METER,
SISH SHOULD RECORD ,2F7.1,16Hs< OF THE DE RATE>
210  FORMAT </3X,'GRP',4X,'MEV,8X,'N<E)',8X,'N(E)',6X,'RAD',7X,S  'REM',5X,'INT DE'/3X,'N0.',3X,'(MAX)',3X,'<NyGRP«CM«CM)',3X,
5 'PCT.',3<6X,'PCT.')>
220  FORMAT <y/,17X,  'FAST FLUX, <N/CM'"2)/SEC. =',1PE9.2/
$ 14X,'THERMAL FLUX, <N/CM'"2)/SEC. =',1PE9.2/
6 16X,'TOTAL FLUX, <N/CM'^2>/SEC. =',1PE9.2/
& 22X,'AVERAGE ENERGY, MEV =',1PES.2/
5 16X,'ABSORBED DOSE, MRADS/HOUR =',1PE9.2/
B 14X,'D0SE EQUIVALENT, MREMS/HOUR =',1PE9.2/
$     8X,'SPEC. ABSORBED DOSE, RAD/<N/CM'-2> =',1PE9.2/
6 6X,'SPEC. DOSE EQUIVALENT, REM/<N/CM'2> =',1PE9.2/
& 17X,'QUALITY FACTOR, REMS/RAD =',1PE9.2,//>
303 FORMAT <lOX,I5,4X,2F12.2)
310 FORMAT <//,ax,'CALIB',4X,'INPUT',7X,'RECALC,8X,'1.-R/I',S5X,'5< AVE.'/17X,'COUNTS' ,6X,'VALUES' ,8X,'5i: DIFF' ,5X,'ERR=' ,F8.1)
330 FORMAT <1H ,13,IX,F10.8,IX,F10.2,IX,F10.2>
340 FORMAT <1H0,'Y0U HAVE ENTERED THE FOLLOWING DATA MATRIX',/
1 9X,'   ', 4X, 'COL #2', 5X, 'COL #3',/
2 3X,'R0W', 2X, 'CNTR', 4X,'COUNT RATE',3X,'CAL.',/)
343 FORMAT <2X,I2,3X,A4,3X,1PE10.4,IX,0PF&.2,IX,F6.2)
999 FORMAT <//>
END
COUNTS VS ENERGY PLOT.
SUBROUTINE FDPLOT <NG,E,DOS,REM)
DIMENSION E(31),DOS(31),REM(31)
CHARACTER»1 BLANK,DOT,IMAGE(65)
DATA BLANK/' '/,DOT/'»'/
DO 5 1=1,65
5 IMAGE(r)=DOT
WRITE (»,202)
WRITE <9,202>
202 F0RMAT<//8X,'.5X ','1.5< ','2.J<
S ' 5.x         ',' lO.X    ','    20.X' >
WRITE <«,203) IMAGE
WRITE (9,203) IMAGE
203 FORMATdH ,7X,65A1)
DO e. 1 = 1,65
6 IMAGE(I)=BLANK
1MAGE(1)=D0T
lMAGE(13)=DOT
IMAGE(25)=D0T
IMAGE(41)=D0T
IMAGE(53)=D0T
IMAGE(65)=D0T
WRITE («,204) IMAGE
WRITE (9,204) IMAGE
204 FORMAT <1H ,6HENERGy,IX,&5A1)
WRITE («,205) IMAGE
WRITE (9,205) IMAGE
205 FORMAT (IH ,6H(MeV) ,1X,65A1)
DO 9 1=1,65
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9  IMAGE(I)=BLANK
DO 11 J=1,NG
FF=AL0G10(D0SCJ)>
DD=AL0G10CREM(J))
FF = 40.»FF<-13.
DD = 40- »DD<^13.
MF = FF
MD = DD
IF <NF.LE.1> NF=1
IF <NF.GE.65> NF=&5
IMAGE(NF)='F'
IF (MD.LT.l) MD=1
IF <MD.GT.65> MD=65
IMAGE(MD>='D'
WRITE <*,20&) E<J>,IMAGE
WRITE <9,206> E<J>,IMAGE
20& FORMAT<1H ,1PE7.1,&5A1)
IMAGE<NF)=BLANK
11  IMAGE<MDJ=BLANK
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE
WRITE ( * *>'
WRITE i * «)'
WRITE (. * «>'
WRITE < w «>'
WRITE ( * «>'
WRITE < * *)'
WRITE < « «)'
WRITE ( * «>'
WRITE ( * *)'
WRITE < « ,«)'
WRITE < * «)'
WRITE ( * • )'
WRITE < « «)'
WRITE < * ,«>'
WRITE ( « «>'
RETURN
END
HELP
[LL3 IS DATA IDENTIFIER FOR EACH SPHERE'
CODE --USING ONLY THREE CHARACTORS '
BARE MINUS CADMIUM COVERED HI,'
BARE DETECTOR [21,'
CADMIUM COVERED DETECTOR [3],'
2" DIAMETER SPHERE [43,'
3" DIAMETER SPHERE [53,'
5" DIAMETER SPHERE [63,'
8" DIAMETER SPHERE [73,'
10" DIAMETER SPHERE [83,'
12" DIAMETER SPHERE [93,'
18" DIAMETER SPHERE [103,'
C-11 SCINTILLATOR [113, AND'
ALNL DETECTOR [123.'
B-C = > THE
BAR = > THE
CD = > THE
2 = > THE
3 = > THE
5 = > THE
8 = > THE
lO = > THE
12 = > THE
la = > THE
Cll = > THE
AL = > THE
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B. The unfolding code B0N6 output example
TITLE = XIEPAl
CALIB INPUT RECALC 1 .-K/I y.   AVE.
30UNTS VALUES % DIbf ERR = 12.3
BARE 1 .OO   7 .8770E*03 8 0411E+03 -2.08E^ OO
CAD. 1.00   2 .1580E*03 3 . 1690E + 03 -4.6aE^ Ol
3 • ͣ 1 .CO   3.3354Et04 3 2451E+04 2.71E^ 00
S. " l.OO   2 . 3359E^-04 2 .506aE*04 -7.32E+ OO
B • ͣ l.OO   1 .5979Et04 1 .4141E+04 1.15E* 01
10 •• 1 .OO   9 .5290Et03 9 5056E+03 2.45E-.01
12 ͣ• 1 .OO   4 .a830E*03 6 2029E1-03 -2.70E* Ol
C-11 1 .OO   3 .6360E+03 3 .6261E+03 2.72E- Ol
GKP MEV N(E) N(E) RAD REM INT DE
NO. (MAX) (N/GRP»CM«CM) PCT. PCT. PCT. PCT.
THERMAL 7.86E+00 18.67 7.06 2 .19 2.19
2 6.a3E-07 1.24E-01 .30 .13 .04 2.23
3 1.44E-06 1.92E-01 .46 .20 .06 2.29
4 3.06E-06 1.laE+OO 2.81 1.24 .41 2.70
5 6.48E-0& 3.75E+00 8.91 3.89 1 .29 3.99
6 1.37E-05 6.01E*00 14.29 6.17 2 .06 6.05
7 2.90E-05 fc.l8E+00 14.68 6.30 2 .08 8.13
8 6.14E-05 4.08E+00 9.71 4. 14 1 .34 9.47
9 1.30E-04 2.33E+00 5.53 2.34 .74 10.20
lO 2.75E-04 9.55E-01 2.27 .93 .29 10. SO
11 5.93E-04 3.a6E-01 .92 .36 .11 10.61
12 1.23E-03 1.40E-01 .33 .13 .04 10.65
13 2.61E-03 5.32E-02 .13 ,05 -Ol 10.66
14 5.53E-03 1.97E-02 .05 .02 .Ol 10.67
15 1.17E-02 7.27E-03 .02 .01 .OO 10.67
lb 2.48E-02 2.73E-03 .01 .00 .00 10.67
17 5.25E-02 1.04E-03 .OO .OO .00 10.67
18 l.llE-01 4.49E-04 .00 .00 .00 10.67
19 2.24E-01 3.16E-04 .00 .OO .00 10.67
20 4.51E-01 1.09E-03 .00 .00 .01 10.68
21 9.07E-01 3.47E-02 .08 .13 .27 10.95
22 1.82E+00 2. 19E + 00 5.20 12.74 21 .35 32. 30
23 3,68E^-00 5.86E+00 13.93 42.26 57 .48 89.78
24 7.41E*00 3.04E-01 .72 3.00 3 .44 93.22
25 1.49E^-01 1.35E-03 .OO .02 .02 93.24
26 2.5SE+01 5.43E-04 .OO .Ol .Ol 93.25
27 4.47Et01 2.88E-02 .07 .47 .59 93.84
28 7.73E+01 l.O&E-Ol .25 1.83 2 .12 95.96
29 1.34Ei-02 1.31E-01 ,31 2.55 1 .86 97.82
30 2.31E+02 8.99E-02 .21 2.29 1 .28 99.10
31 4.00E*02 5.6SE-02 .13 1.73 .90 100.OO
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FAST FLUX, (N/CM'-2)/SEC.
THERMAL FLUX, (N/CM'-2)/SEC.
TOTAL FLUX, ( N/CM-^2)/SEC .
AVERAGE ENERGY, MEV
ABSORBED DOSE, MRADS/HOUR
DOSE EQUIVALENT, MREMS/HOUR
SPEC. ABSORBED DOSE, RAD/< N/CM'-2)
SPEC. DOSE EQUIVALENT, REM/(N/CM'^2)
QUALITY FACTOR, REMS/RAD
42E+01
86E+00
21E+01
74E+00
HE-01
33E+00
39E-09
8.75E-09
6.29E+00
IF THE MONITOR IS CALIBRATED WITH
NTA FILM SHOULD RECORD
POLYCARBONATE TRACK ETCHSHOULD RECORD
MONOMER TRACK ETCH SHOULD RECORD
HANKINS ALBEDO BADGE SHOULD RECORD
HOY ALBEDO BADGE SHOULD RECORD
HANKINS 9 INCH REM METER SHOULD RECORD
ORIGINAL A-B REM METER SHOULD RECORD
COMMERCIAL A-B REM METER SHOULD RECORD
252CF OR PUBE NEUTRONS, THEN
89.5 62.9 «OF  THE D.E.
106.9 &4.0 %   OF THE D.E.
91.0 91.9 « OF THE D.E.
2390.3 4737.2 y.   OF THE D.E.
682.8 1252.7 '-i   OF THE D.E.
117.0 122.1?< OF THE DE RATE
93.8 99.6% OF THE DE RATE
94.5 112.45<   OF   THE   DE   RATE
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.5H       i.'-i 2.K 5.H 10. y. 20.
ENERGY . • » , » »
(MeV)  » » » » » »
2.5E-08 D F
5.3E-07D
9.9E-07D
2.1E-06D F
4 5E-06 D F
9.4E-06 D F
2 0 5
4.2E-05 D F
8.9E-05       D F
1.9E-04D F
4.0E-04D F
8.6E-04D
1.8E-03D
3.8E-03D
8.0E-03D
1.7E-02D
3.6E-02D
7.6E-021)
1.6E-01D
3.2E-01D
6.4E-01D
1.3E+00 F D
2.6E*-00 F       D
5.2E*00      F D
I.IE+OID
2.0E+01D
3.4E*01F D
5.9E+01F D
1.0E<02F D
1.8E+02F D
3.0E*02F D
«PG»
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